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Abstract 
 

The present dissertation explores language effects in a comparative 

survey i.e. to what extent linguistic diversity affects equivalence in 

a comparative survey. This is done by studying three different 

dimensions on the challenges of designing a comparative 

multilingual survey: survey translation, linguistically diverse 

countries and bilingualism. Guidelines in survey translation do not 

link assessment criteria and measurement equivalence testing. I 

propose a systematic procedure to compare versions of a question in 

different languages before fieldwork which establishes that link. In 

linguistically diverse countries, survey instruments are translated 

into more than one language, equivalence is commonly assumed, 

not tested. I test for invariance distinguishing the response and 

cognitive processes to a survey question. Finally, I study 

measurement equivalence within an individual in two languages for 

political constructs (bilingualism), challenging current 

methodological approaches by bringing latent variable models.  

 

In each dimension, findings aim to contribute to improving 

comparative survey methodology. 

 

Resumen 
 

Esta tesis explora los efectos del lenguaje en una encuesta 

comparativa: en qué medida la diversidad lingüística afecta la 

equivalencia de los datos mediante el estudio de tres dimensiones: 

la traducción de encuestas, países lingüísticamente diversos y, 



 

bilingüismo. Las directrices actuales en la traducción de encuestas 

no vinculan los criterios de evaluación con un test de equivalencia. 

Se propone un procedimiento sistemático para comparar las 

versiones de una pregunta que establece dicho vínculo, en diferentes 

idiomas antes del trabajo de campo. En países lingüísticamente 

diversos, el cuestionario se traduce en más de un idioma. Se realiza 

un test de equivalencia que permite distinguir los procesos de 

respuesta de los cognitivos. Finalmente, se estudia la equivalencia 

de conceptos políticos en dos idiomas para un individuo 

(bilingüismo), proponiendo un enfoque metodológico de modelos 

de variables latentes.  

 

Los hallazgos tienen por objeto contribuir a mejorar la metodología 

de encuestas en estudios comparativos. 

 
Resum 
 

Aquesta tesi explora els efectes del llenguatge en una enquesta 

comparativa: en quina mesura la diversitat lingüística afecta 

l'equivalència de les dades; mitjançant l'estudi de tres dimensions: la 

traducció d'enquestes, els països lingüísticament diversos i el 

bilingüisme. Les directrius actuals en la traducció d'enquestes no 

vinculen els criteris d'avaluació amb un test d'equivalència de 

mesures. Per tant, es proposa un procediment sistemàtic que 

estableix aquest vincle per comparar les versions d'una pregunta en 

diferents idiomes abans del començament del traball de camp. En 

països lingüísticament diversos, el qüestionari es tradueix en més 

d'un idioma. A la tesi, es realitza un test d'equivalència que permet 
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diferenciar els processos de resposta dels cognitius. Finalment, 

s'estudia l'equivalència de conceptes polítics pel mateix individu en 

els seus dos idiomes (bilingüisme), mitjançant l’aplicació de models 

amb variables latents.  

 

Els resultats tenen per objectiu contribuir a millorar la metodologia 

d'enquestes en estudis comparatius. 
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1. General Introduction 
 

Large scale comparative cross-national surveys in the social and 

political sciences are measurement instruments of social attitudes, 

political opinions, preferences and behaviours across countries. 

They are multinational, multicultural and multilingual survey 

projects with the objective of making meaningful comparisons 

across populations of study. Researchers using comparative survey 

data to explain social and political phenomena rely on two 

assumptions: Firstly, that a relationship exists between concepts and 

unmeasured constructs (latent variables). Latent variables are then 

linked to manifest variables that are obtained from answers to the 

measurement instruments (survey items). Secondly, that this 

relationship is the same across countries.  

 

In order to derive meaningful comparisons, a requirement must be 

met: measurement equivalence. The relationship between 

unmeasured constructs (latent variables), measurement instruments 

(survey items) and indicators (manifest variables) should be the 

same across countries.  

 

Questionnaire design in a comparative survey should "maximize the 

comparability of survey questions across cultures and languages and 

reduce measurement error related to question design" (Janet A. 

Harkness et al., 2011, p. VI.3). Depending on the composition of 

cultural groups within participating countries, survey researchers 

decide in which language(s) the questionnaire is developed and in 

which languages translations are prepared. The consequences of 



 

non-comparable measurement instruments across linguistic groups 

are that differences perceived as substantial may have their origin in 

differences in the way respondents react and understand 

measurement instruments. 

 

The present dissertation is a compilation of three articles exploring 

language effects in a comparative survey i.e. to what extent 

linguistic diversity affects equivalence in a comparative survey. 

This is done by studying three different perspectives on the 

challenges presented in the design of a comparative multilingual 

survey: 1) survey translation, 2) linguistically diverse countries and 

3) bilingualism.  

 

The objective of this introduction is to provide a definition of 

equivalence in a multilingual comparative and to introduce its 

testing procedure. With this definition, the connection across the 

three articles is contextualized. The final section introduces the data 

sources used in the thesis. 

 

1.1 Definition of equivalence 
 

According to Scheuch (1993:113), equivalence as a requirement for 

comparability should be understood as whether questions are 

functionally equivalent for the purposes of the data analysis, i.e. in 

terms of statistical equivalence, not in terms of a common sense 

meaning of identical questions. This implies that the indicators 

obtained from survey items should represent, across groups, the 

same concepts they intend to measure (Mohler & Johnson, 2010).  
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Figure 1 below illustrates the definition of equivalence in a 

comparative survey with a measurement model, represented by 

Equation (1) (Bollen, 1989; Jöreskog & Van Thillo, 1973; 

Meredith, 1993; Saris, 1982b). In the figure, the parameters of the 

measurement model are the same for three linguistic groups. Their 

response function holds for statistical equivalence. In this case, the 

intercept and the slope of the response functions are the same. As a 

result, if two respondents belonging to two linguistic groups have 

the same opinion (same score,   , on the latent variable), their 

answer will be the same (  ), the manifest variable. 

 

In contrast, Figure 2 shows how linguistic diversity can affect 

equivalence. The intercept   and/or the slope    -or factor loading- 

of the response functions related to the answers to the survey items 

with the latent opinion are not the same for        ,         and 

       . In this situation, the data cannot be compared across 

languages because, if groups have the same score in the latent 

variable,   , they would have given different answers. 

        would express its opinion in a more extreme way (  ), 

while         would do the opposite (  ), it would use moderate 

intervals for both low and high scores in the latent variable. The 

score of        ,   , would be somewhere between         and 

       . Therefore, comparative survey research requires 

equivalence i.e. the same relationship between the latent and the 

observed scores for all groups. 



 

                for           (1) 

 
 

Figure 1. Measurement equivalence 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Measurement equivalence is not established 
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1.2 Testing for equivalence of survey data 
 

Measurement equivalence or measurement invariance in 

comparative survey research is only confirmed by formally testing 

it. The test assesses whether the same measurement model holds 

across different groups or (sub)samples. Equation (1) shown above 

can be generalized into a model for   indicators i.e. manifest 

variables, represented by the     vector    linearly related to   

unmeasured constructs i.e. latent variables represented by the     

vector    for   linguistic groups         (Equation 3). The 

intercepts of the model are represented by the vector    (   ),    

is a     matrix of factor loadings and    is a (   ) vector of 

disturbance terms. It is assumed that the expected value of the 

disturbance terms is zero,         ; that they are not correlated 

with the latent variables of the model               and that the 

disturbance terms are independent (uncorrelated). (Bollen, 1989; cf. 

Davidov, Meuleman, Cieciuch, Schmidt, & Billiet, 2014; Jöreskog 

& Van Thillo, 1973; Meredith, 1993; Saris, 1982b; Steenkamp & 

Baumgartner, 1998; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000; Vandenberg, 

2002).  

 

                 (2) 

 

From this measurement model, the following mean structure can be 

derived: 

 

              (3) 



 

where    and   are two vectors of observed and latent means of 

dimension     and     respectively. Finally, the following 

covariance structure can be derived: 

 

                (4) 

 

where    is the     variance-covariance matrix of the latent 

variables that may or may not have zeros in the off-diagonal 

elements.   is the     variance-covariance matrix of   . 

 

The model, as represented by Equation (2) to Equation (4), has in 

each group,  , five matrices of parameters         and   to be 

estimated using survey data. For its identification, the scale of the 

latent variables has to be determined. This can be done by fixing 

one item’s factor loading of each latent variable to one. In the same 

way, the parameters   and    in Equation (3) cannot be estimated 

simultaneously, therefore, the intercept of the item which has 

already fixed its loading to one can be fixed to zero for each latent 

variable (Sörbom, 1982; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). 

 

The test for measurement equivalence assesses whether the same 

measurement model holds across different groups or (sub)samples. 

It sequentially restricts parameters in Equation (2) to Equation (4) to 

be equal across groups. It is typically done in three steps, where 

each step is a prerequisite of the next one. In the first step, a 

configural model is fitted to check if the pattern of fixed and free 

loadings and disturbance terms is the same across groups (Horn & 
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McArdle, 1992). At this level of invariance, it is tested if (2)-(4) 

hold in each linguistic group without imposing any equality 

constraints in the parameters of the model. 

 

In the second step, metric invariance, the configural model is 

restricted to one where the factor loadings of alike manifest 

variables are invariant across linguistic groups (5).  

 

            (5) 

 

When the model is not rejected, comparisons of relationships across 

groups can be made (Horn & McArdle, 1992).  

 

The third step, scalar invariance implies that in addition to 

invariance in the factor loadings, intercepts of alike manifest 

variables are also restricted to be the same across groups (6). 

 

            (6) 

 

If the model is not rejected, comparisons of means can also be made 

across groups. Differences in the covariance of manifest variables 

can be attributable to,   , group differences in variances and 

covariaces of the latent variables and to,   , group differences in 

error variances.  

 

In the second and third paper of this dissertation, in addition to 

testing for invariance in the measurement parameters, I explore 



 

invariance between the structural parameters of the model by 

restricting   and   in addition to the restrictions in (6). Invariance 

of latent means implies imposing (7): 

 

             (7) 

 

To test whether correlations among the latent variables are also 

invariant, two additional restrictions must be met. The first is factor 

covariance invariance, which is tested by restricting the off-

diagonal elements of the   matrix to be equal across groups the 

second is factor variance invariance which implies restricting the 

diagonal elements of the   matrix (Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 

1998).  

 

In this dissertation, the models to test for measurement invariance 

are fit to sample data by maximum likelihood (ML) estimation by 

the means of multi-group structural equation modelling (MG-SEM), 

where the implied population covariance matrix,     and mean 

vector,     are estimated with the parameters of the model in a way 

that they are as similar as possible to the sample data formed by the 

sample covariance matrix,    and the sample mean vector,     

(Jöreskog & Van Thillo, 1973; Jöreskog, 1971; Sörbom, 1982).  

 

Recent developments in Bayesian structural equation modelling 

(BSEM) make it possible to estimate the measurement invariance 

test under a Bayesian approach (for a review, see Davidov et al., 

2014). In the Bayesian setting, in a methodology known as 
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approximate measurement invariance, equality constraints at the 

different invariance levels may not longer be fixed to a constant 

zero, but have a distribution with a location parameter at zero and a 

small variance, thus allowing for small differences in the constraint 

parameters (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2013).  

 

Asparouhov and Muthén (2014) and Van De Schoot et al. (2013) 

used simulated data to show that although approximate 

measurement invariance can ease problems of badly fitting models, 

it can lead to underestimation of deviating parameters and 

overestimation of invariant ones. To solve this issue Asparouhov 

and Muthén (2014) proposed the alignment method, and 

optimization procedure which does not assume exact measurement 

invariance to estimate latent means and factor variances, but 

estimates them while at the same time optimizes the measurement 

invariant pattern i.e finds a solution with the minimum number of 

deviating parameters with the largest differences across groups. 

 

Although these developments will potentially ease estimation  of 

models that test for measurement invariance, and applications of 

these estimation procedures using comparative survey data are 

growing (for applications to measurement invariance of human 

values scales, see Cieciuch, Davidov, Schmidt, Algesheimer, & 

Schwartz, 2014; Zercher, Schmidt, Cieciuch, & Davidov, 2015) 

further work needs to be done to explore whether or not and 

underwhat conditions results are different to the classical frequentist 

approach. For instance, in the articles in this dissertation, the 



 

alignment method cannot be implemented, because a current 

limitation of the procedure is that observed variables should only 

load on one factor (models without cross-loadings).  

 

1.3 The link across the articles 
 

a) Survey translation 
 

When testing for invariance, several studies have identified 

translation decisions as a source of non-equivalence (Brislin, 1970; 

Davidov & De Beuckelaer, 2010; Hambleton, Merenda, & 

Spielberger, 2005; Janet A. Harkness, Villar, & Edwards, 2010; 

Mallinckrodt & Wang, 2004; Oberski, Saris, & Hagenaars, 2010; 

Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997; Van de Vijver & Tanzer, 2004). 

Unfortunately, translation deviations were detected after data was 

already collected. Therefore, survey translation requires developing 

procedures that are oriented to enhance equivalence before data 

collection. 

 

Survey translation has developed best practice procedures for 

translating a questionnaire to get equivalent survey instruments in 

multilingual contexts. Translation guidelines suggest that a good 

translation aiming at functional equivalence would avoid 

deliberately changing semantic components other than those 

necessary because of language differences. This means that a 

translation should keep the same concepts across languages; 

preserve the item structure and maintain the intended psychometric 

properties (Harkness, Pennell, and Schoua-Glusberg 2004; 
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Harkness, Villar, Edwards 2010; Harkness 2003). However, 

guidelines do not suggest systematic approaches to assess whether a 

resulting translation is equivalent.  

 

Current practices in translation quality assessment do not have a 

direct link with a measurement invariance model. Most of the 

assessment procedures require the judgment of evaluators. 

Judgments may be subjective or evaluators may focus on only one 

set of elements to assess an item. The final decision about the 

appropriateness of a translation should not rely on one (or a team 

of) expert(s), but on model-based evidence. 

 

This shortage of methods to empirically test questionnaires 

motivated the research question in the first article: How to detect 

deviations, in terms of measurement equivalence, of a survey 

instrument in different languages before it is administered to 

respondents? 

 

The method proposed in this dissertation consists in comparing the 

features of source and target survey items in the same coding 

scheme. The characteristics that are compared determine the form 

of the items and are predictors of its measurement quality. I propose 

doing this using the coding scheme in the Survey Quality Predictor 

(SQP) Software (Saris et al., 2011). The software is based on a large 

collection of multi-trait multi-method (MTMM) experiments. With 

the MTMM approach, the measurement quality is estimated as the 

square product of the standardized reliability and validity 



 

coefficients. This model is an equivalent model to the general one 

shown in Equations (2)-(4). The measurement quality indicates the 

strength of the relationship between the observed variable and the 

latent variable of interest.  

 

The procedure was implemented in Round 5 to Round 7 in the 

European Social Survey. The results show that there are avoidable 

differences in the formulation of the questions due to translation. If 

they were not prevented, they would have potentially impacted 

measurement equivalence. 

 

b) Equivalence in multilingual countries 
 

Many countries are not linguistically homogeneous as various 

languages are spoken at the regional level. In the case of countries 

where instruments in more than one language were administered, it 

cannot be assumed that the data is statistically equivalent without a 

test. As language and culture are strongly interrelated (Cohen, 2009; 

Sam & Berry, 2010), multilingual countries are culturally 

heterogeneous. Cultural orientations can influence the connotations 

and appropriateness of a survey question (Van de Vijver & Leung, 

1997; Van de Vijver & Tanzer, 2004). Moreover, cultural specifics 

can prompt respondents' reaction to elements of the measurement 

method. For instance, evidence suggests significant differences 

across cultures in the use of extreme and mid-point categories of 

response scales (Harzing, 2006). 
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Given that the form of the questions can be checked and the type of 

differences controlled (Article 1/Chapter 2), it is important to know 

if the type of differences resulting in non-equivalent data are based 

on cultural differences. One type of cultural difference that impacts 

comparability is related to the way in which the concepts asked in 

the survey are understood across groups. A second type refers to 

differences in the way respondents of different cultural background 

react to the measurement method i.e. the combination of 

characteristics that define the formulation and administration of the 

request, such as the response scale, the mode of data collection, the 

use of showcards or visual aids, the translation procedure, the 

selection and assignment of languages, the introduction, the 

additional explanations, among others (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014).  

 

In Article 2 (Chapter 3), my coauthor and I challenge a current 

practice to test for invariance by defining the groups at the country 

level without testing first across linguistic groups. We use a model 

that allows separating the respondent's reaction to the measurement 

method, the response process, from a true difference in the 

interpretation of the meaning of concepts, the cognitive process 

(Saris & Gallhofer, 2014). This model extends over the classical 

parameterization to test for measurement invariance working on a 

common criticism that has been referred to as susceptibility i.e. to 

what extent the procedure is sensitive to artifacts in the response 

process (Butts, Vandenberg, & Williams, 2006; Byrne & Watkins, 

2003; Marsh & Byrne, 1993). Recent developments in the 

measurement invariance literature suggest that when non-invariant 



 

patterns are found at the measurement level, it should be assessed to 

what extent they impact substantive conclusions i.e. to what extent 

non-equivalence of measurement instruments biases the estimates 

of parameters of interest (Meuleman, 2012; Oberski, 2014). 

 

Equation (8)-(10) show an example of how the model is extended in 

this article, as such it is not identified, but serves as an illustration in 

this introduction. Equation (8) and (9) represent a response process 

where   
 

 and   
 

are two manifest variables obtained by asking the 

same question in two different forms. They are linearly related to 

the latent variable  
 
 . Method factors for each language are  

 
 and 

 
 
 . The cognitive process is represented by Equation (10) having 

  
 

 as the intercept and    
 

 as the regression coefficient of   
 

on   
 

.  
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   (10) 

 

With this model, the elements of the variance-covariance matrix of 

the model,                , are decomposed. The    and 

   elements are a combination of the response and the cognitive 

parameters. 
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In the paper, it is argued that invariance should not necessarily be 

required in the parameters of Equations (8) and (9), that represent 

respondents' reactions to the formulation of the measurement 

instrument in two languages. Invariance is sufficiently required in 

the structural parameters representing the way respondents interpret 

survey items (10). Separating the respondent's reaction to the 

measurement method, the response process, from a true difference 

in the interpretation of the meaning of concepts, the cognitive 

process, is important because if differences in parameters across 

groups causing non-invariance have their origin at the response 

process, invariance can be established by correction for 

measurement error.  

 

The article uses data from the Round 2 of the European Social 

Survey analyzing equivalence within country in four multilingual 

countries: Belgium, Estonia, Switzerland and Ukraine. Results show 

that non-invariance was most common in the response process 

rather than at the cognitive process.  

 

Recent developments in measurement invariance include individual 

or group level predictors to account for cross-cultural differences 

and explain non-invariance using hirarchichal (multilevel) models 

(Davidov, Dulmer, Schluter, Schmidt, & Meuleman, 2012), 

however multilevel modelling requires that a large number of 

groups are compared in the tests: above 50 in a frequentist 

estiamation (Meuleman & Billiet, 2009) and about 20 in a Bayesian 

one (J. J. C. M. Hox, van de Schoot, & Matthijsse, 2012). This 



 

approach is not useful to explain noninvariance due to the 

administration of two questionnaires in different languages within a 

country. Therefore, the article in chapter 3 offers an alternative to 

account for cultural differences when the number of groups is small. 

 

c) Is it possible to have two opinions? Bilingualism in 

survey research 
 

Sociocultural psychologists and psycholinguistics have studied 

since the mid-sixties whether for psychological constructs, the 

opinion of individuals in one or another language is the same (cf. S. 

X. Chen & Bond, 2010; Ji, Zhang, & Nisbett, 2004). The third 

article in this dissertation explores if that is the case for survey 

items measuring political attitudes. The study of language effects 

has a long tradition in psychological instruments but it has arrived 

with delay to survey methodology. Given that, in Article 2 (Chapter 

3), cognitive invariance was generally established, and that it is 

possible to correct for non-invariance in the response process, in 

Article 3 (Chapter 4), I explore whether the correlation of the same 

latent constructs in different languages is equal to one. 

 

Evidence from psychology shows that the language of an interview 

can activate cultural orientations driving individuals' responses (S. 

X. Chen & Bond, 2010; Luna, Ringberg, & Peracchio, 2008; 

Ramírez-Esparza et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2014). Language is a 

strong cultural carrier (Cohen, 2009) and bilingual individuals tend 

to live in mixed cultural environments. Cultural orientations may 

influence thoughts, cognitions and behaviour (Oyserman & Lee, 
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2008) and this in turn may affect the way respondents interpret and 

answer survey questions.  

 

Evaluating whether language effects are present in survey items is 

still relevant for three reasons. Firstly, measurement invariance for 

the same individual in two languages has seldom been established 

prior to test for language effects. Secondly, language effects are 

commonly assessed using a test for mean differences in composite 

scores. When differences in observed means have not been found 

significant, the conclusion has been that language effects are 

negligible. However, by comparing mean scores, it is not tested if 

the conceptual associations that individuals retrieved when they use 

one language or the other are the same.  

 

I propose testing for language effects using the application of a 

LISREL model (Jöreskog & Van Thillo, 1973) which assumes 

linear relationships between indicators (observed variables) and 

unmeasured constructs (latent variables). With this linear model 

(Equation (2) - Equation (5), in the first step, I test if the 

relationship across indicators and latent variables is the same for an 

individual in two languages. This is the test for measurement 

invariance. 

 

Once it is established that the measurement model is equivalent, I 

am able to test structural relationships of latent variables in two 

languages. I tested if two latent variables represent the same 

variable of interest by testing if its correlation is equal to one 



 

(Jöreskog, 1971; Saris, 1982a, 1982b). I show that a test where 

latent (or observed) mean differences are not significant does not 

rule out the possibility of language effects. It indicates that the 

distribution of the variable in two languages is the same, as the 

location parameter is the same, but respondents can still have 

different conceptual associations in each language. Furthermore, 

language effects are interpreted as distinct associations that 

individuals make in each language. They have implications for 

fieldwork procedures which are discussed in the article. 

 

1.4 Data sources 
 

a) European Social Survey  
 

Articles compiled in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 used data from the 

European Social Survey (ESS). The ESS is an academically driven 

survey conduted each two years in about 25 European countries 

including Russia and Israel. It is administered in a face-to-face 

closed interview to a probabilistic sample of respondents in each 

participating country. The ESS has the objective to comparatively 

measure social and political attitudes, opinions and behaviours in 

the countries where it is fielded (European Social Survey, 2016).  

 

The ESS is a representative survey of “all persons aged 15 and over 

resident within private households in each country, regardless of 

their nationality, citizenship or language” (European Social Survey, 

2015b, p. 23). The effective sample size is 800 interviews for 
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countries with less than two million persons in the target population 

or 1,500 interviews otherwise with a target response rate of 70%. 

 

In Chapter 2, the unit of analysis was the survey questions. The 

five-step procedure to compare the codes the source questionnaire 

and translated language versions was applied in a sample of 

questions from Round 5 (fielded in 2010), Round 6 (2012) and 

Round 7 (2014) of the ESS as a last step of quality control in the 

translation procedure. A total of 102 questions have been evaluated. 

34 questions include the topics “Trust in criminal justice”, 

“Attitudes towards immigration”, “Personal and social well-being”, 

“Democracy” and “Political efficacy” and 68 are repetitions of them 

with a variation in the measurement properties designed for 

experimental purposes1. Translations are obtained when at least 5% 

of the country’s population is native speaker of a language.  

 

In each round, the ESS Core Scientfic Team (CST) designs a 

number experiments in a supplementary questionnaire in which 

questions with variations in the measurement method are repeated 

to the same respondents (within-subject design). In Chapter 3, I use 

data from the European Social Survey Round 2 (European Social 

Survey, 2005) because in that round, repetititons were administered 

for the concept of political trust. This made it possible to have a 

multiple indicators model. Countries selected were Belgium, 

Estonia, Switzerland and Ukraine because the proportion of 

                                                 
1The formulation of the items in the main and supplementary questionnaires as 
designed in the English Source version is available at 
http://europeansocialsurvey.org 



 

respondents in minority linguistic groups is at least 25% covering a 

diverse range of languages: French, Dutch, German, Estonian, 

Russian and Ukrainian. 

b) The Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social 

sciences Immigrant Panel  
 

For Chapter 4, I applied to the Measurement and Experimentation 

in the Social Sciences (MESS) Immigrant Panel administered by 

CentERdata at Tilburg University, The Netherlands. The 

Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social sciences (LISS) 

Immigrant panel was a probability-based online project in which 

researchers of various social and political fields could submit 

proposals for fieldwork at no cost.  

 

It consisted of around 1600 households/2400 respondents with 

about 1100 households/1700 respondents of non-Dutch origin 

(CentERData, 2010). Respondents were recruited based on 

stratified sampling using the population registry as sampling frame. 

Participants had foreign backgrounds of four major migration 

groups in the Netherlands (first and second generations of western 

and non-western origin). They were provided with internet and a 

laptop to answer monthly surveys and received an economic 

incentive for each completed questionnaire. 

 

The study for this dissertaton spanned over two waves between 

April and June, 2013. In Wave 1, the objective was to select the 

languages in which translations would be obtained to test for 

language effects in a within-subject design in Wave 2. Wave 1 
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included 989 bilingual participants. They mentioned 74 languages 

as their native tongues. I selected the five languages in which 

respondents had the highest self-reported proficiency and the group 

was of at least 30 individuals: Arabic, English, German, Papiamento 

and Turkish. The source questionnaire was developed 

simultaneously in Dutch and English. I coordinated the translation 

process. Translations into the other four target languages were done 

according to a committee approach with two independent translators 

and an adjudicator that decided over differences between 

translations, questions were pretested with at least one person in 

each language. This approach was based on the TRAPD 

(Translation, Review, Adjudication, Pretesting and Documentation) 

procedure which is the state-of-the-art procedure for translating 

survey questionnaires (Janet A. Harkness, 2003). 

 

In the second wave, the questionnaire was presented to 308 

bilingual panel members, and it was fully completed by 255 

respondents (83%). Due to the small number of individuals per 

language, the analysis was done by linguistic group. 
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A procedure to prevent differences intranslated 
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2. A procedure to prevent differences 
intranslated survey items using Survey 
Quality Predictor2 

 

Abstract 
 

Survey translation has developed best practice procedures to 

translate survey instruments aiming that the same stimuli and 

measurement properties should be provided across languages. 

Monitoring the formal structure of translated questionnaires in 

cross-sectional surveys is challenging. Current procedures in 

translation assessment do not link the quality of the translation with 

a formal test of measurement equivalence. In this article we present 

a procedure to prevent differences in the form of translated survey 

instruments by comparing with a common coding scheme the 

features that determine the measurement quality. The coding 

scheme is included in the Survey Quality Predictorsoftware (SQP). 

We present the results of the implementation of this procedure in 

Round 5, 6 and 7 of the European Social Survey. 

2.1 Introduction 
 

This article presents a procedure using the coding scheme of the 

Survey Quality Predictor software (SQP) (Saris et al., 2011) to 

prevent differences in the form and measurement properties of 

                                                 
2
 This paper received the 2014 Janet Harkness Student Paper Award (Honorable 

Mention) awarded by WAPOR/AAPOR at the 67th WAPOR Conference in Nice, 

France. An adapted version of this chapter is accepted for publication in the book: 

Advances in Comparative Survey Methodology (forthcoming 2017), 

Johnson, T., Penell, B., Stoop, I., Dorer, B., (Editors), Hoboken: Wiley& 

Sons. 



 

survey questions during the translation process. We propose that 

deviations in translations that impact cross cultural equivalence can 

be detected if the characteristics of questions’ form and the 

measurement properties are coded and the codes are compared 

across languages. It is proposed that this comparison should be 

made using the coding scheme of SQP software3 because the codes 

are independent of the languages. The coding scheme in SQP 

facilitates the exchange of information about item characteristics 

and measurement properties that should remain constant for 

translation teams and questionnaire designers. Once the 

characteristics are coded, these elements are the ones that need to be 

compared in order to detect deviations across language versions. 

 

Survey translation has developed best practice procedures for 

translating survey instruments, which aim to provide the same 

stimuli and measurement properties across languages. We argue 

that current procedures in translation assessment do not help to 

check, in a systematic way, if translations are fulfilling best 

practices. This is mainly due to three flaws: 1) current procedures in 

translation assessment do not link the quality of the translation with 

a definition of cross-cultural equivalence. 2) Monitoring the formal 

structure of translated questionnaires in cross-sectional surveys is 

challenging because one cannot be familiar with all languages 

participating in a cross-cultural project. 3) Without an inventory of 

the elements that should remain constant across languages, it is very 

                                                 
3
 Available at sqp.upf.edu 
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difficult to check, in a systematic way, that the characteristics of the 

questions are the same across language versions. 

 

Survey research in questionnaire design has studied how different 

features of question wording, layout of questionnaires and aid 

material, and answer scales affect respondents. When a 

questionnaire is translated, the translation team chooses from 

different wording options to remain equivalent with the source text. 

They also take decisions about the layout of show cards or of 

questions. There is very little research on objective criteria to decide 

among different translation options (cf. Behr, 2009). Therefore, 

translation assessment has remained a very subjective exercise. 

Harkness, Villar, et al. (2010) advised that problem solving in 

survey translation should start with the definition of the translation 

unit (the survey item), its goal (match intended meaning and 

intended measurement properties) and its audience (respondents) 

rather than focusing the discussion on the level of words. 

 

In this context, we suggest that the criteria for deciding among 

translation options should be to preserve the item characteristics in 

both source and target versions (as long as the structure of the target 

language allows it). Those item characteristics have been defined by 

the tradition of questionnaire design in survey research and are 

included in the coding scheme of SQP program.  

 

In this way, the procedure presented in this article which we call 

SQP Coding helps to provide criteria to monitor the quality of a 



 

translation based on criteria that link the characteristics of the 

translated question with a definition of functional equivalence. 

After this introduction, Section 2.2 presents a framework of 

functional equivalence in cross-cultural research. Section 2.3 

reviews the literature in survey translation and translation quality 

assessment to argue that current procedures do not link translation 

evaluation to a definition of equivalence. It is also argued that most 

procedures rely on subjective judgements and do not systematically 

monitor if key measurement elements in the translations remain the 

same across languages.  

 

Section 2.4 defines the formal characteristics of a survey item 

(domain, concept, response scale, polarity, labelling, symmetry, 

balance of the request, introduction, instructions, linguistic 

complexity, layout of the question and of the aid materials, et 

cetera). It is argued that functional equivalent questions designed 

specifically for comparative research should keep these 

characteristics fixed across language versions to the extent the 

language structure allows it. The section describes the coding 

scheme in the Survey Quality Predictor software to collect and 

compare information in a systematic way about a comprehensive 

number of survey item characteristics. 

 

Section 2.5 explains in detail the procedure “SQP Coding” for 

systematically comparing the formal characteristics of a source and 

a translated question as a means to detect deviations in the 

translation and layout of the questionnaire before it is administered 
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to respondents. Section 2.6 summarizes the findings of the 

implementation of SQP Coding in 102 questions of Round 5 (2010), 

Round 6 (2012) and Round 7 (2014) of the European Social Survey 

(ESS) in more than 24 languages. Section 2.7 ends the chapter 

discussing the findings and pointing out future research lines for 

cross-cultural survey translation. 

 

2.2 Equivalence in survey translation 
 

Survey methodology has made a distinction between comparing 

national surveys and implementing comparative surveys from 

design (Janet A. Harkness, Braun, et al., 2010). The difference is 

that a comparison of national surveys involves comparing surveys 

designed for a specific country, whereas comparative surveys from 

design are surveys thought to implement the same procedures and to 

have the same characteristics with the idea of matchings findings in 

each population of study. In the second type of survey, it is assumed 

that by keeping survey features the same -to the maximum possible 

extent- the data would be comparable. An example of a comparative 

survey from design is the Programme for International Student 

Assessment (PISA), which surveys how well 15-year-old students 

are prepared regardless of the curriculum taught in different schools 

across participating countries (Fleischman, Hopstock, Pelczar, & 

Shelley, 2010). The tests are designed in such a way that they aim 

to reflect the differences in the analytical tools of the students and 

not the cultural context in which education is embedded. 

 



 

Therefore, the objective of comparative survey research is that the 

measurement instruments (questions) administered across 

populations are in fact comparable. According to Scheuch 

(1993:113), comparability should not be understood in terms of 

“whether [questions] are identical or equivalent in the 

commonsense meaning, but whether they are functionally 

equivalent for the purposes of analysis”. For Mohler and Johnson 

(2010:23) Scheuch's definition implies that “functionally equivalent 

indicators are revealed in analysis, they cannot be judged on the 

basis of face value similarity. (…) they should behave in a similar 

manner in statistical analysis”. This implies that the responses 

obtained should use the same measurement instruments and should 

represent the same concepts they intend to measure across groups. 

 

For a survey questionnaire, equivalence has two conditions: 1) 

respondents should understand the survey questions in the same 

way across languages, i.e. they should understand the same 

concepts of interest asked via questions and 2) they should express 

themselves in the same way, i.e. the same opinion should 

correspond to the same observation answer across cultural/linguistic 

groups (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014; Saris, 1988). 

 

Survey translation has developed best practice procedures to get 

functionally equivalent survey instruments in multilingual contexts. 

Procedures bring together the state of the art in translation studies 

and the particular needs of survey research. In translation studies, 

the concept of functional equivalence has already been discussed 
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for a long time. It requires that the message embedded in a text is 

received by the receptor in the same way as it would be received in 

the source language (Nida, 1964). 

 

Translation guidelines suggest that a good translation aiming at 

functional equivalence would avoid deliberately changing semantic 

components other than those necessary because of language 

differences (Janet A. Harkness et al., 2004; Janet A. Harkness, 

Villar, et al., 2010; Janet A. Harkness, 2003). This implies that 

although a literal (word-by-word) translation is not required, 

questions should maintain the same concepts of interest across 

languages, preserve the item characteristics and maintain the 

intended psychometric properties. However, guidelines do not 

suggest how to formally test that a resulting translation is 

equivalent. In practice, it is very difficult to empirically check if the 

requirements set by translation guidelines –to maintain the intended 

psychometric properties and to keep concepts the same— are 

achieved because one cannot understand all languages. As Smith 

(2004:446) points out “perhaps no aspect of cross-national survey 

research has been less subjected to systematic, empirical 

investigation than translation.”  

 

With some exceptions in the context of the translation of 

psychological instruments and educational testing, there is little 

research on how to statistically assess cross-cultural instruments 

before they are administered to respondents (Brislin, 1970, 1976; 

Dean, Caspar, McAvinchey, Reed, & Quiroz, 2007; Hui & Triandis, 



 

1985). Statistical procedures for checking the equivalence of 

measurement instruments across countries are improving and 

becoming more sophisticated but they are mostly helpful for 

detecting flaws once data is already collected. (Byrne & Van De 

Vijver, 2010; Meredith, 1993; Muthén & Asparouhov, 2013; Saris 

& Gallhofer, 2014; Van De Schoot, Schmidt, De Beuckelaer, Lek, 

& Zondervan-Zwijnenburg, 2015; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). 

 

This shortage of methods for empirically comparing questionnaires 

motivated the development of the approach introduced in this 

chapter: how to detect differences affecting functional equivalence 

in a multilingual survey instrument before it is administered to 

respondents? 

 

2.3 Definition of measurement equivalence 
 

There is consensus among survey methodologists that measurement 

equivalence– or measurement invariance- is a prerequisite for 

deriving substantive conclusions from data collected in diverse 

populations. It should not be assumed but tested that survey 

instruments measure the same constructs in exactly the same way 

across groups (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014; Van De Schoot et al., 2015; 

Vandenberg & Lance, 2000; Vandenberg, 2002). 

 

The definition of measurement equivalence is illustrated below. In 

Figure 3, the intercept and/or slope of the response functions that 

relate the responsesto the latent opinion are not the same for 
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      ,        and        . In this situation, the data cannot be 

compared across languages because if the groups hold the same 

score in the latent variable,   , they would have given different 

answers.         would express its opinion in a more extreme way 

(  ), while         would do the opposite (  ).It would use 

moderate intervals for both low and high scores in the latent 

variable. The answer of        ,   , would be somewhere in 

between        and        . In contrast, Figure 4 shows how the 

response function looks when it is statistically equivalent for the 

three groups. In this case, the intercept and the slope of the response 

functions are the same. As a result, if two respondents belonging to 

two linguistic groups have the same opinion (same score,   , in the 

latent variable), there should be correspondence in their observed 

answers (same score   in the manifest variables).  



 

Figure 3. Measurement equivalence is not established 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Measurement equivalence 
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Equivalence in cross-cultural survey research is confirmed by 

formally testing it. A typical statistical test for equivalence (test for 

measurement invariance) has three steps. At the third step, scalar 

invariance, the response functions are restricted to be the same 

across groups as is illustrated in Figure 4. If the test is not rejected, 

comparisons of means and relationships can be done across groups. 

 

When scalar invariance is rejected, the responses are affected by 

item bias and/or method bias. Van de Vijver and Tanzer (2004:127) 

suggested that the most frequent causes of item bias are “item 

translation, ambiguities in the original item, low 

familiarity/appropriateness of the item content in certain cultures, or 

influence of cultural specifics such as nuisance factors or 

connotations associated with the item wording”.  

 

Method bias occurs when the observed answers are affected by a 

factor that is independent of the construct of interest and related to 

the characteristics of the measurement instrument, e.g. the response 

scale, layout of batteries, et cetera (Alwin, 2007; J. A. Krosnick & 

Fabrigar, 1997; Saris & Gallhofer, 2014; Van Herk, Poortinga, & 

Verhallen, 2004). This has been confirmed by research identifying 

translation decisions as a source of non-equivalence in assessments 

of survey data (Davidov & De Beuckelaer, 2010; Hambleton et al., 

2005; Janet A. Harkness, Villar, et al., 2010; Mallinckrodt & Wang, 

2004; Oberski, Saris, & Hagenaars, 2007; Van de Vijver & Leung, 

1997; Villar, 2009). Unfortunately, the impact of translation 

decisions in data equivelence was detected once data was collected 



 

and survey organisations had already spent a lot of resources on 

data collection.  

 

2.4 Cross-cultural survey translation and 
translation assessment 

 

The most widely used approach in questionnaire design for multiple 

cultures is frequently referred as the “Ask-the-same-question” 

model (Janet A. Harkness, 2003). In this model, a measurement 

instrument is designed in one or two languages called source 

(source language, source questionnaire, source item, source 

instrument, et cetera) and is adopted and exported to other settings 

called target languages via questionnaire translation and layout 

formatting. 

 

In this section, we review current practices in survey translation and 

translation quality assessment. Translation assessment requires the 

judgement of evaluators. Judgements may be subjective or may 

focus on just one set of elements. Even if the translation procedures 

are under strict guidance, each translation has specific cultural 

elements, grammatical characteristics and a subjective inherent 

component. The final decision about the appropriateness of a 

translation relies on one person or a team of experts, but not on 

model-based evidence (Saris, 2012). In addition, most procedures 

do not have a direct link to a framework of cross-cultural 

equivalence. 
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Best practices recommend that translation should be integrated with 

questionnaire design rather than implemented when the 

questionnaire in the source language is finished (Erkut, Alarcón, 

Coll, Tropp, & García, 1999; Janet A. Harkness, Villar, et al., 

2010). Harkness (2003) suggested a procedure called TRAPD an 

acronym for T: Translation, R: Review, A: Adjudication, P: Pre-

testing and D: Documentation in which translations are done using a 

team -or committee- approach in a multistep process where 

different members provide expertise to arrive at a final translation. 

For instance, in the ESS and in the Survey of Health, Ageing and 

Retirement in Europe (SHARE), the translation committee is 

formed by a team including two translators, one reviewer and one 

adjudicator (European Social Survey, 2014; Janet A. Harkness, 

2005, p. 24). Its members combine survey knowledge and linguistic 

expertise. The two translators make parallel translations from the 

source version to the country’s language. The reviewer assesses the 

translation and the adjudicator is responsible for making decisions 

on the different translation options. The whole process is 

documented and the translated questionnaire is pre-tested. 

 

It is claimed that in the TRAPD procedure quality monitoring is 

part of the process as changes are approved by a team and 

documented at each step (Janet A. Harkness, 2003). However, the 

way adjustments are decided remains a subjective exercise. Willis et 

al. (2010) evaluated the TRAPD procedure in five large scale cross 

cultural projects showing that its success pretty much depended on 

the team members’ familiarity (translators, reviewers, adjudicators, 



 

cognitive interviewers) with the purpose of the translation. A 

second quality monitoring problem in the TRAPD is that the 

documentation step produces a large amount of information which 

lacks systematic analysis and which may be burdensome for the 

average user (Mohler, Pennell, & Hubbard, 2008; Mohler & Uher, 

2003).  

 

A complementary procedure to the TRAPD is to conduct advance 

translation (Dorer, 2011; Janet A. Harkness, 1998). In this 

approach, a survey questionnaire is translated using the TRAPD 

approach during the questionnaire design stage into more than one 

language to foresee potential difficulties. For instance, the 

Eurobarometer survey -which also translates their instruments using 

a committee approach- and the Programme for International Student 

Assessment (PISA) design their source questionnaires in both 

English and French and they are taken jointly to produce target 

versions in other languages in a committee approach 

(Eurobarometer, 2012; OECD, 2012). 

 

If advance translation shows challenges in the formulation of the 

source text, it could be modified to convey that. One limitation of 

this approach in surveys with more participating languages than the 

ones used in advanced translation is that when a problem is detected 

in one language and the source questionnaire is changed, another 

problem could appear in another language that did not participate in 

the advanced translation. Questionnaire designers would remain 

unaware of this second problem. 
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2.5 Translation assessment 
 

Current procedures for translation assessment include back 

translation, translation verification and pretesting. Ideally, methods 

to assess a translation in survey research should evaluate whether 

the target text kept the semantic content and the psychometric 

properties determined by the item characteristics the same across 

languages (Janet A. Harkness, 2003).  

 

A very common method to evaluate translated measurement 

instruments is back translation (Brislin, 1970, 1976). In this 

procedure the target questionnaire is translated back into the source 

language. Differences between the two texts are rendered as 

potential translation problems. This approach is necessary in order 

to make it possible for a translation to be understood by different 

members involved in the survey design process. However, as an 

assessment method, it is not exempt from limitations. The main 

criticism of this approach is that the target text is not evaluated, 

only a version of it in the source language. Other criticisms are that 

translators may use words that make a translation closer to the 

source but are incoherent in the target language because their own 

performance is evaluated taking back translation as a standard 

rather than as a tool. Deviations may not relate to the translations 

but to unmatched linguistic structures in both languages (Janet A. 

Harkness, 2003; Pan & De La Puente, 2005). 

 



 

A recently applied method for survey translation is the outsourcing 

of semantic verification of target instruments. This procedure has 

been called translation verification or semantic quality control. It is 

used in projects such as the PISA, the Trends in International 

Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS) and the ESS (Dorer, 

2013b; Fleischman et al., 2010; Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Arora, 2012; 

OECD, 2012). An external provider verifies a questionnaire or a 

selection of items in all participating languages based on categories 

for potential interventions -among them: additional information, 

missing information, grammar/syntax, and consistency- to 

recommend changes in a translation when they are considered 

necessary. Verifiers give suggestions for improving countries’ 

translations and the overall comparability of data; they also check 

compliance with annotations provided in the source questionnaire to 

produce more precise translations.  

 

It has been found that there are differences between the verifiers’ 

scope across languages (Dorer, 2013a). Some of them were more 

inclined to stylistic interventions while others were more inclined to 

verify content of the measurement instruments. Another potential 

problem is that the usefulness of the interventions is related to the 

verifiers’ knowledge of each country’s context. For example, in 

addition to regional differences in Russia, Russian is a minority 

language shared by several countries in Europe. Speaking 

populations use different forms and words to assign meaning in 

Russia, Israel, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Verifiers need to be 
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familiar with several but at the same time proper usages and forms 

of the language in each country.  

 

A procedure addressed to directly test the equivalence of survey 

instruments is both qualitative and quantitative pretesting. Pilot 

studies are pre-testing studies which require gathering large 

amounts of data, which is a costly and time-consuming procedure 

unaffordable for many cross-cultural surveys. For instance, the 

PISA conducts a pilot study with an average of over 200 student 

responses in most participating countries in each round. The data is 

used to eliminate items that are not statistically equivalent across 

countries, using common differential item functioning (DIF) and 

item response theory (IRT) techniques (PISA 2010). Pretesting in 

many projects mostly means to administer the questionnaire to a 

small group of respondents before starting fieldwork.  

 

Another type of pretesting studies extensively used in psychology, 

which also require large amounts of data, are split ballot 

experiments with bilinguals individuals to test the equivalence of 

items in two language (John, Goldberg, & Angleitner, 1984). In 

these experiments, each random group answers the questionnaire in 

a different language. The reliability of the instrument is assessed 

considering the differences between the two groups (Mallinckrodt 

& Wang, 2004; Segalowitz, Hulstijn, Kroll, & de Groot, 2005).  

 

Benet-Martínez and John (1998) and John et al. (1984) used multi-

trait multi-method (MTMM) experiments to assess cross-language 



 

validity in personality measures. Repetitions of the same traits in 

different languages were answered by bilinguals, making it possible 

to estimate the effects of language differentiating it from other 

sources of measurement error. However, this approach has 

limitations, research has shown that bilinguals do not use language 

in the same way as monolinguals do. Bilinguals may switch their 

cultural frame of reference depending on the language they use to 

answer (Blais & Gidengil, 1993; Bond & Yang, 1982; S. X. Chen & 

Bond, 2010; Ellis, 1992; Hong, Morris, Chiu, & Benet-Martínez, 

2000; Yang & Bond, 1980). 

 

Responses to attitudes and personality traits have varied depending 

on how integrated or conflicted the different cultural schemasare in 

bilinguals (Benet-Martínez & Haritatos, 2005). Thus, bilinguals 

seemed to follow different response patterns in each language 

depending on how integrated both cultures were in their own 

identities (Ramírez-Esparza et al., 2006). These results have 

decreased the validity of experiments using bilingual individuals as 

a means to test equivalence of translated instruments. 

 

A very common pretesting method for multilingual instruments is 

cognitive interviewing. It helps to detect if concepts are understood 

similarly with a small amount of data. In its typical design, "think-

aloud" and probing questions are used in a face-to-face interview to 

get information about item comprehension and response 

formulation (Beatty & Willis, 2007; Fitzgerald, Widdop, Gray, & 
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Collins, 2011; Pan & De La Puente, 2005; Pan, Landreth, Hinsdale, 

Park, & Schoua-Glusberg, 2007; Willis, 2004). 

 

Pan et al. (2007) showed that respondents participating in cognitive 

interviewing in four different languages had in each group specific 

patterns of linguistic behaviour and communicative style. This 

meant that for the same probing questions, respondents differed in 

the way they answered the cognitive interview and not in the way 

they understood the survey item that was evaluated. Other criticisms 

are regarding the large effects of interviewers (Beatty & Willis, 

2007; Goerman & Caspar, 2010), the thresholds for problem 

acceptance and the reliability of respondents in problem detection 

(Conrad & Blair, 2004). 

 

Dean et al. (2007) have been pioneers in suggesting a coding tool 

for pre-testing cross-cultural instruments: the Question Appraisal 

System (QAS). The QAS is defined as a “taxonomy” of the 

cognitive demands of a question. It is a coding system based on four 

cognitive processes for response formation: comprehension, 

memory retrieval, judgement, and response selection (Tourangeau, 

Rips, & Kenneth, 2000). The results of the appraisal are used to 

revise question wording, questionnaire format and question ordering 

(Lessler & Forsyth, 1996). Although the system is useful for 

detecting the complexity of a survey item, it depends on the coders’ 

ability to provide impartial judgements. The assessment includes 

many subjective categories such as if an item is difficult to read, if 

there are complicated instructions, or if a respondent is unlikely to 



 

know an answer. If coders are used to technical language or are 

highly educated they could dismiss the complexity of a survey 

question. 

Harkness and Schoua-Glusberg (1998) pointed out that assessment 

in survey translation is challenging because methods do not specify 

the criteria of assessment i.e. what is assessed and how. Saris 

(2012:548) reviews methods to evaluate survey questions and 

concludes that “all procedures based on personal judgments provide 

information about the validity, social desirability, and knowledge of 

the respondents about the issue of the question and much less about 

the effects of the form of the questions.” 

 

In other words, current procedures can be improved if the criteria 

for auditing a translation is specified and systematically monitored. 

Procedures based on judgements are not sufficient because 

evaluators look at different elements that matter for comparability, 

focusing on content but paying less attention to the effects of 

question wording and layout of questionnaires on equivalence. Pilot 

studies or split ballot experiments are a pretesting strategy that have 

a direct link to measurement equivalence, but they are not 

affordable for most surveys. 

 

2.6 Formal characteristics of a survey item 
 

Thanks to many years of research, we know which item 

characteristics are likely to affect a measurement instrument. 

Starting in 1951, Payne’s book on the art of survey question 
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formulation already considered the consequences of different 

question formats and answer scales (Payne, 1951). 

 

This tradition evolved and included experimental research to show 

how responses change between different formulations of a same 

concept (Schuman & Presser, 1981; Sudman, Bradburn, & Schwarz, 

1996). Research has also defined the cognitive processes behind a 

survey response (Schwarz, 2007; Sudman et al., 1996; Tourangeau 

et al., 2000) and how different characteristics of a question, for 

instance, qualifiers in answer scales, affect this cognitive process (J. 

A. Krosnick & Fabrigar, 1997; Saris, 1988). Research has shown 

that item characteristics –such as layout, question form, response 

scale, labelling of response options, don’t know option, length of 

the interview, among many others- may increase or decrease item 

bias and method effects (Alwin, 2007; Költringer, 1995; J. A. 

Krosnick & Fabrigar, 1997; Saris & Gallhofer, 2014; Tourangeau et 

al., 2000). 

 

A related line of research, measurement quality, made it possible to 

estimate to what extent observed answers change when specific 

characteristics in a survey item also change and how serious this is 

in terms of measurement error (Alwin, 2007; Andrews, 1984; 

Költringer, 1995; Saris & Andrews, 1991, 2004; Scherpenzeel & 

Saris, 1997; Scherpenzeel, 1995). 

 

When survey questions are designed and later on when they are 

translated, researchers take decisions that we have called the 



 

characteristics of survey items. Saris and Gallhofer (2014:29) made 

an "inventory" of those decisions (over 60). They developed a 

coding scheme for this inventory to collect comprehensive 

information about the characteristics of a survey item and use them 

as predictors for measurement quality – defined as the variance of 

the observed variable explained by the variable of interest (Saris & 

Gallhofer, 2014). Translation procedures can use this coding 

scheme to monitor equivalence across languages. If the 

characteristics of source and target survey items are coded and 

compared using this scheme, differences in the codes mean that 

features that research has shown affect equivalence are different 

across language versions. This procedure provides a simple way to 

assess language versions before data collection.This coding scheme 

is incorporated in the Survey Quality Predictor survey software 

(SQP). The next section summarizes the current inventory of item 

features in SQP as a brief introduction to the software. 

 

2.7 Survey characteristics in SQP 
 

In their inventory, Saris and Gallhofer (2014) have included a 

comprehensive list of features that scholars in survey methodology 

have identified as the characteristics that affect a survey item. It is 

not the objective of this paper to go further into how these 

characteristics affect survey responses. Specialised literature in this 

regard is available (Alwin, 2007; Dillman, Smyth, & Melani, 2011; 

cf. Saris & Gallhofer, 2014) and the codebook (available at 
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www.sqp.upf.edu) provides an in-depth definition of each of the 

survey properties included in the program.  

 

The classification of item characteristics can be divided into two 

levels of decisionsto be taken: 1) features that are inherent to the 

topic of interest and cannot be changed by the questionnaire 

designer and 2) the characteristics that are the product of decisions 

taken by the researcher when the item is formulated. Within those 

two groups, the list of survey characteristics in the SQP coding 

scheme can be categorized into ten subgroups shown in Table 1 

below.  

 

Group 1, the characteristics of the trait, includes four codes. The 

‘domain’ is determined by the topic of the research. The ‘concept’ 

is an abstract aspect that the question measures about the topic, such 

as a feeling, a judgment, an evaluation, et cetera. The choice of 

domain and concept determines ‘other associated characteristics’ t-

hat are coded in SQP, such as the presence of ‘social desirability’, 

the ‘centrality’ of the topic in the mind of the respondents, and the 

‘time specification’ of the survey items.  

 

The second group of codes specifies the formal characteristics of 

the request. The coder gives information on the ‘basic choice’:  if it 

is a direct or an indirect request or if there is no request (in a 

battery). It is also coded if there is a ‘WH word’ and its ‘type’, if it 

measures quantity, extremity, intensity, place, time, etcetera. The 

request for an answer is classified as ‘interrogative question’, 



 

‘imperative question or instruction’, ‘declarative statement’ or 

‘none of three’ (subsequent batteries items).  

 

Other properties in this group are if ‘gradation’ is used, if the 

request is ‘balanced’, if there is an ‘encouragement to answer’, if 

there is ‘emphasis on subjective opinion’, if the request contains 

‘information about the opinion of other people’, if it demands an 

‘absolute’ or a ‘comparative judgment’ and, whether batteries of 

questions use ‘stimulus or statements'. 

 

The third group of codes in SQP are the measurement properties of 

the response scale. The program asks to code which is the ‘basic 

form of the response scale’, options are ‘categorical’ when the 

number of categories is between 3 and 12; ‘yes/no answer scales or 

a dichotomous choice’; ‘frequencies’, where amounts such as 

percentages, time, probabilities are requested; ‘magnitude 

estimation’, when size of numbers indicates the opinion; ‘line 

drawing’ and, ‘more steps procedures’. 

 

Depending on its basic form, the program asks for other specific 

characteristics of the response scale (group 4). Codes in group 5 ask 

about the presence of ‘instructions for interviewers and/or 

respondents’. Group 6 includes ‘additional information’ about the 

topic or the scale, such as, ‘extra motivations, information or 

definitions’. Group 7 has codes about the characteristics of the 

‘introduction’ (if any) and its specific features. Group 8 asks about 

the linguistic complexity of the item using as indicators the ‘number 
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of sentences’, of ‘subordinated clauses’, of ‘words’, ‘nouns’, 

‘abstract nouns’ and ‘syllables’ in the request for an answer, the 

answer scale and in the introduction (if present). Group 9 is about 

the ‘method of data collection’ and the language of the survey. 

Finally, group 10 is about the layout and content of showcards or 

visual aid (if used).  



 

Table 1. Summary of characteristics inventoried by SQP  
 

Group Specific characteristic 

 Features that are inherent to the topic of interest and cannot be 

changed during questionnaire design 

Group 1 About the trait Domain 

  Concept 

 Associated with the 

trait 

Social desirability 

Group 2  Centrality of the topic  

  Time specification 

 Features that are decisions taken during questionnaire design 

Group 3 Formulation of the 

request for an answer 

Trait requested indirectly, direct or no 

request and presence of stimulus (battery) 

  WH word and what type of WH word  

  Type of the request (interrogative, imperative 

question-instruction, declarative or none 

(batteries).  

  Gradation  

  Balance of request or not 

  Encouragement to answer 

  Emphasis on subjective opinion  

  Information about the opinion of other 

people  

  Absolute or a comparative judgment  

Group 4 Characteristics of the 

response scale 

Categories; yes/no answer scale; frequencies; 

magnitude estimation; line production and, 

more steps procedures. 

 If the selection is 

“categories”: 

Number of categories  

 Characteristics of 

labels: 

Full or partial labels 

  Labels in long or short text 

  Order of labels 

  Correspondence between labels and numbers 

  Theoretical range of scales (bipolar or unipolar) 

  Range of scales used 

  Fixed reference points 

  Don’t know option 

Group 5 Instructions Respondent instructions 

  Interviewer instructions 

Group 6 Additional 

information 

about the topic 

Additional definitions, information or motivation 
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  Table 1 Cont. 

Group Specific characteristic 

Group 7 Introduction Introduction and if request is in the 

introduction 

Group 8 Linguistic 

complexity  

Number of sentences 

  Number of subordinated clauses 

  Number of words 

  Number of nouns 

  Number of abstract nouns 

  Number of syllables 

Group 9 Method of 

data collection  

 

 Language of 

the survey 

 

Group 

10 

Showcards or 

visual aid 

Categories in horizontal or vertical layout 

  Text is clearly connected to categories or if 

there is overlap 

  Numbers or letters shown before answer 

categories 

  Numbers in boxes 

  Start of the response sentence shown on the 

showcard 

  Question on the showcard 

  Picture provided. 

 

As an illustration, consider this item taken from the ESS Round 5 

source questionnaire in English:  

 

If a violent crime were to occur near to where you live and the police were called, 

how slowly or quickly do you think they would arrive at the scene? Choose your 

answer from this card, where 0 is extremely slowly and 10 is extremely quickly. 

 

Extremely 

slowly 

       Extremely 

quickly 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

When coded into SQP, the ‘domain’ of this request is about ‘local 

institutions’ and the ‘concept’ specifies it is a ‘judgement‘. Other 

item characteristics that can be coded in SQP are that it is a ‘direct 



 

request’ in an ‘interrogative’ format using a ‘WH word’ and with a 

‘balanced’ concept because it shows the two poles 

‘slowly/quickly’.Regarding the response scale, it can be said that it 

is ‘categorical’ the ‘number of categories’ is 11, it is ‘partially 

labelled’; labels are ‘short texts’ and it has ‘three fixed reference 

points’ because the qualifier ‘extremely’ denotes an absolute ending 

point in the scale and there is a ‘neutral’ category (5). 

 

It can also be said that this request has an ‘instruction for the 

respondent’: ‘Choose your answer from this card…’, a ‘definition 

for the scale’: ‘…where 0 is extremely slowly and 10 is extremely 

quickly’ and a ‘don’t know option’ which is not explicitly shown 

but only registered. The list of characteristics (approximately 60) 

allows having a very detailed map of the formulation of the item 

regardless the language.   

 

When looking at the codes across the same item in different 

languages, it is obvious that characteristics such as ‘Domain’ and 

‘concept’ should be kept the same. If they are different, the 

questions are referring to different topics, but when the 

questionnaire is translated and its layout arranged, there are other 

characteristics reflected in SQP codes that national teams could 

vary. This variation will affect the equivalence with the source and 

other target versions. Therefore one can use these codes to detect 

differences in the formulation of a question in different languages. 
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A very simple illustration of how the SQP coding scheme would 

help to detect deviations across languages is the information that the 

‘linguistic characteristics’ provide for comparing translated items. It 

is true that the number of words, syllables and subordinated clauses 

vary depending on the structure of each language. However, outliers 

can be detected using very simple thresholds, for instance, one can 

check the number of languages in which items are above (or below) 

one and two standard deviations from the mean number of words, 

nouns, syllables; or simply those which exceed the number of 

sentences. Without knowing the meaning, this indicates an 

additional complexity (or simplification) of the items that could 

easily be confirmed in terms of content with the translation teams. 

 

2.8 A five-step procedure for comparing item 
characteristics across languages 

 

For survey questions in different languages, one can check if their 

characteristics are the same when the questions are coded into a 

same coding scheme and the codes are compared. This makes it 

possible to compare the characteristics independent of the 

languages. It would be an oversimplification of translation 

procedures to suggest that they can be solely evaluated by 

comparing item characteristics’codes. However, the five-step 

procedure helps the teams involved in the translation and 

assessment steps to define a framework to evaluate a survey item 

combining translation and functional equivalencerequirements. As 

Harkness, Villar, et al. (2010) suggested, translation procedures 

should define the unit of translation (the survey item), define the 



 

elements that should match (intended meaning and intended 

measurement properties) and solve problems from this perspective 

rather than centring the discussion on the level of words. 

 

a) Introducing questions in SQP 
 

The first step is to upload questions from the source and target 

languages into SQP software. This can be done by any user at no cost 

after signing up and logging into the program at sqp.upf.edu webpage. 

When coding, the program displays a help option on each screen 

indicated by a yellow box, which defines each item characteristic 

asked and gives examples (a complete codebook is also available in a 

PDF version). 

 

b) Coding the source questionnaire 
 

The information regarding item characteristics of the source 

questionnaire must be accurate because target versions will be 

compared against it. It should be coded independently by two 

individuals with deep knowledge about questionnaire design; 

differences should be reconciled in collaboration with a third 

individual who plays the role of a reviewer. 

 

c) Coding a target questionnaire 
 

The translated questionnaire should be coded by a proficient speaker 

of the target language, preferably an individual involved in the 

translation process. 
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d) Comparison of measurement properties 
 

The codes of the characteristics of source items should be compared 

with those in the target language. Any differences should be clarified 

with coders first, to rule out coding errors in the target questionnaire. 

True differences in the codes should be reported to the translation 

team.  

 

e) Interpretation of deviations and actions taken in the 

target text 
 

The translation team should clarify any difference in the codes in 

terms of the definition of the features. In other words, it should justify 

the reasons behind a deviation in the item characteristics. Depending 

on the type of difference, they may fall into one of three categories as 

shown in Table 2. Each category results in a suggested action for the 

translated text. 



 

Table 2. Categories for differences in the SQP codes for two languages 

 

Type of deviations found (source vs. 

translation)  

Action taken  

A) A difference that cannot be 

warranted, for instance, a different 

number of response categories, leaving 

out a “don’t know” option or/and an 

instruction for the respondent. 

The translation should be amended 

B) A difference that may or may not be 

warranted e.g. use of complete 

sentences in the scales instead of short 

texts. In some languages it is 

necessary, in others this may be a fact 

of stylistic choice 

Amendments in the translation are 

recommended to keep the principle of 

functional equivalence in translation if 

the language structure allows keeping 

the item characteristic the same. 

C) A difference in the linguistic 

characteristics or grammatical structure 

that is unavoidable 

Amendments in the translation are 

recommended to keep the principle of 

functional equivalence if the language 

structure allows a formulation closer to 

the source questionnaire. 

 

2.9 Questions evaluated in the ESS  
 

The five-step procedure to compare the codes the source 

questionnaire and translated language versions was applied in a 

sample of questions from Round 5 (R5), Round 6 (R6) and Round 7 

(R7) of the ESS as a last step of quality control in the translation 

procedure. A total of 102 questions have been evaluated. 34 

questions include the topics “Trust in criminal justice”, “Attitudes 

towards immigration”, “Personal and social well-being”, 

“Democracy” and “Political efficacy” and 68 are repetitions of them 

with a variation in the measurement properties designed for 

experimental purposes4.  

 

                                                 
4The formulation of the items in the main and supplementary questionnaires as 
designed in the English Source version is available at 
http://europeansocialsurvey.org 
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Twenty-nine language versions were coded in SQP in at least one 

round. Participating languages were Albanian, Catalan, Croatian, 

Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, 

Hebrew, Hungarian, Icelandic, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, 

Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Swedish, and 

Ukrainian. Table 3 shows all the combinations of participating 

languages per country and round. In the third column, it reports 

whether differences in the codes between the source and the 

language version were found and the fourth column summarises if 

they were reconciled or not. The Table 3 shows that in the vast 

majority of cases, there was some differences in the target versions 

but that at the end of the process, differences were reconciled or 

partially reconciled in almost all cases.  

 

Differences in the codes were first checked by the translation team 

to rule out mistakes in the coding. Differences were reported to the 

national coordinators in each country and they were asked about the 

reasons for the differences in the translation e.g. if it was a decision 

taken due to the characteristics of the language, if it was a cultural 

problem, if it was a mistake in the translation process, et cetera. To 

minimize deviations from the source questionnaire, 

recommendations were provided when changes to the translation 

were not fundamental to the structure of the language. 

 

The subsections below summarise findings falling into the three 

categories of Table 2: a) A difference that cannot be warranted, b) a 

difference that may or may not be warranted, c) a difference in the 



 

linguistic characteristics that is unavoidable. Examples in languages 

other than English are back translated to make them understandable 

for this chapter. 

 

a) Category A: Differences that cannot be warranted 
 

The first category of differences correspond to unwarranted 

deviations made when the questionnaire was formatted in the target 

language. Deviations in this group were prevented, the most 

common ones were differences in the layout of questions and show 

cards, omission of parts of the item and, differences in form of the 

response scales.  
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Table 3.Summary information of participating countries in SQP Coding 

 

Country Language Differences  in 

codes between the 

source and the 

language version 

Differences reconciled 

  R5 R6 R7 R5 R6 R7 

Austria German  - Yes Yes - Yes Yes 

Belgium Dutch Yes No Yes Yes - Yes 

Croatia Croatian Yes - - Yes - - 

Cyprus Greek - Yes - - No  

Czech Rep. Czech Yes Yes - No Yes - 

Denmark Danish Yes Yes No Yes Yes - 

Estonia Estonian Yes No Yes Partially - Yes 

Finland Finnish Yes No Yes Partially  - Yes 

France French Yes Yes - No Yes - 

Germany German Yes No No Yes - - 

Greece Greek Yes - - Yes - - 

Hungary Hungarian Yes Yes Yes No Partially Yes 

Iceland Icelandic - Yes - - Yes - 

Israel Hebrew Yes Yes Yes Partially Yes Yes  

Kosovo Albanian - Yes - - Yes - 

Lithuania Lithuanian Yes Yes No Partially Partially - 

Netherlands Dutch  No - Yes - - Yes 

Norway Norwegian - Yes Yes  Partially Yes 

Poland Polish Yes Yes Yes Partially Partially Partially 

Portugal Portuguese Yes - - Yes - - 

Russia Russian Yes Yes - Yes Partially - 

Slovakia Slovak Yes - - Yes  - 

Slovenia Slovenian Yes - - Partially   

Spain Spanish Yes Yes Yes Partially Yes Yes 

Spain Catalan Yes Yes - Partially Yes  

Sweden Swedish Yes No Yes No - Yes 

Switzerland French Yes - - Partially   

Switzerland German - Yes Yes - Yes Yes 

Ukraine Ukrainian Yes No - Yes - - 

- Indicates that country did not participate in SQP Coding for that round 

 

 Layout of questions and show cards 

 

In four language versions, "stand-alone" questions were formulated 

as part of a battery (questions about a similar topic grouped into a 

set that use exactly the same response format) and in two, the 



 

opposite happened: batteries were presented as items. A typical 

example of this difference is shown in Figure 5, it presents the items 

in the translated version and Figure 6 shows the layout as in the 

source questionnaire. Alwin (2007, Krosnick (1990), Neijens 

(1987), Sanchez (1992) and Saris and Gallhofer (2014) among 

others have found that batteries have an effect on the quality of 

responses to attitudinal questions. In batteries, the complexity 

between the first and the subsequent items is different. In addition, 

if the questionnaire was self-administered, it cannot be assumed that 

respondents understand the way in which the set of questions should 

be answered.  

 

De Leeuw (2008) and Dillman (2007) argue that show cards reduce 

the cognitive burden for respondents, but there is little research on 

how the layout affects responses. Therefore, once the source design 

is decided it is important that show cards remain identical across 

language versions. Changes were prevented in a total of twelve 

language versions. They consist of the visual presentation of an 

answer scale in a vertical or horizontal format, overlap of numbers 

with labels of the scale, additional numbers in front of fully labelled 

answer scales, additional boxes to frame categories and additional 

show cards in items which were not supposed to have one. 

 

 Layout of response scales 

 

A common group of differences points out unintended mistakes in 

the way response scales are designed (seven language versions). 
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Literature on questionnaire design has shown exhaustively that 

subtle differences in labels, number of categories and in the non-

response options have a large impact on responses (Paul P Biemer, 

Groves, Lyberg, Mathiowetz, & Sudman, 2011; Saris & Gallhofer, 

2014). Among the differences in this group are the number of 

categories, additional spontaneous response options explicitly 

shown as part of the categories, additional 'No answer' option to the 

'Don't know' and, additional labels for categories that were designed 

as with numbers only.  

 

Finally, in some other cases, mistakes were made while formatting 

the questionnaire and unnecessary repetitions or incorrect stimuli 

was provided, making the items more complex (four cases). 

 

b) Category B: differences that may or may not be 

warranted 
 

In the process of comparing the characteristics of the English source 

questionnaire and the translated versions, some deviations could not 

be solved. For each deviation, there was feedback provided to the 

national team and received from it. The languages used in the 

questionnaires in a large scale cross-cultural survey may be very 

different from each other, their structures being closer or less 

similar to the source language. In some languages it is difficult to 

combine several properties which are quite common in English. 

This information has been quite useful for designing a better source 

questionnaire because problems rarely belong to one language but 

are common to families of languages.  



 

 

 Missing parts in an item 

 

A group of differences that can be warranted in some cases but not 

in others are about the exclusion of parts in the item (eighteen 

language versions). These differences are challenging because 

responses could change depending on the decision taken, but at the 

same time there are strong arguments to keep differences arguing 

not only grammatical problems but cultural or idiomatic differences 

 

For instance in the question 

 

‘Based on what you have heard or your own experience, how 

unsuccessful or successful do you think the police are at preventing 

crimes in [country] where violence is used or threatened?’ 

 

the definition of the scale  

 

‘Choose your answer from this card, where 0 means very 

unsuccessful and 4 means very successful.’ 

 

was left out, but it was asked to be included because the respondent 

could have interpreted the question as dichotomous. Other parts that 

were excluded were introductions to the questions, instructions for 

the respondents, omission of interrogative wording (WH words: 

'how likely...?', ‘to what extent...?'). If omitted, these elements 

introduce unintended differences in the measurement instruments 
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across languages, as the potential effect of the difference in 

responses is unknown, therefore in most cases they were asked to be 

incorporated. 

 



 

Figure 5. Layout of coded items in thetranslated version 

 

Figure 6. Layout of coded items in the source questionnaire 
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In another example, Hebrew, instructions for respondents such as 'use this 

card to answer' have been left out. The national team has argued that in 

the natural course of the interview these instructions are not necessary, 

they make the interaction far longer and the interviewer can provide it in a 

more natural way.  

 

 Polite forms in English 

 

The source English language makes use of polite expressions that are 

cumbersome in some languages, among others, Swedish, Finnish, 

Norwegian or French. These expressions put emphasis on subjective 

opinion or encouragements to answer such as 'would you say', 'please say 

what you think', et cetera. Politeness in English can make an item 

imperative and indirect with the use of subordinated clauses, 'please tell 

me to what extent...' rather than interrogative. In ten cases, language 

versions adapted the use of politeness to what is fluent in the target 

language. As an example, the question in the source questionnaire 

 

Using this card, please tell me how interested you would generally say 

you are in what you are doing 

 

was presented in a simplified version in Norwegian where the question is 

asked directly rather than in an imperative form   

 

How interested are you generally in what you are doing? Use this card to 

answer. 

 



 

The feedback given to the national team asked to look for a translation 

closer to the source version, if that would not compromise fluency in the 

language. In this case, the final version was formulated as:  

 

Use this card to say how interested you are generally in what you are 

doing? 

 

 Inconsistent translation in repeated questions, scale labels or 

instructions 

 

Inconsistent translations in formulations such as the stem of the question, 

instructions or labels that were used in several items were very common. 

In thirteen cases, some variation was found in repeated questions. One 

example is the translation of ‘violent crime’ which was formulated as 

‘aggression’ in a first occasion and as ‘a crime or an offense’ in a 

repetition of the same concept. 

 

In five other cases, labels in ending points of scales that should be the 

same, did not match. In five cases, repeated instructions for respondents 

had slight variations. Expressions that are used several times should be 

translated in the same way; there is no need to develop a new translation 

for instructions or parts of a question that are used several times in a 

questionnaire. This can be especially problematic in the design of 

experiments, where varying elements in the formulation of items disturbs 

an experimental design. A systematic check of repeated wording is 

difficult without a program. The coding system asks for number of words, 

nouns and abstract nouns in items. It is easy to detect a deviation if these 
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numbers are different in expressions that are repeated several times in a 

questionnaire. In this way, instructions or concepts can have a coherent 

translation in other parts of the questionnaire.  

 

 Increased complexity of the items 

 

Another frequent deviation was the addition of extra explanations, 

idiomatic expressions and instructions that made the items more complex 

but that national teams in some countries argued were necessary to add 

fluency or to make the question more understandable to respondents with 

low levels of formal education. An example of this is the instruction for 

the respondent 

 

'Choose your answer from this card, where 0 is extremely unsuccessful 

and 10 is extremely successful' 

 

was translated in Polish as  

 

'Please answer using this card and indicate the number from 0 to 10, 

where 0 is that it is completely ineffective to prevent such crimes, and 10 

that it is fully effective. Other numbers are used to express an opinion in 

between'. 

 

Allowing this deviation in one country is problematic for a comparative 

survey, because if it is the case that the definitions of the scale are not 

sufficiently clear for all respondents (especially those with low levels of 

formal education) the same argument should apply for the rest of the 



 

countries. If it is the case that additional explanations are needed in 

Poland, maybe they are needed everywhere and the source questionnaire 

should be modified.  

 

 Formulation of labels in answer scales 

 

In addition to the number of categories, the formulation of labels in 

answer scales has received attention in the questionnaire design literature 

(Alwin, 2007; J. A. Krosnick & Fabrigar, 1997; cf. Saris & Gallhofer, 

2014). One of the main lessons learnt from comparing the characteristics 

of source and translated questions is regarding the huge challenges that 

national teams face in order to accurately translate scale labels. A 

particular challenge (seven cases) is in the use of short texts for labels. In 

some languages, it is grammatically incorrect (Balto-Slavic languages and 

Finnish are an example) to leave "alone" adverbs or adjectives 

(completely-not at all) without verbs or without grammatical persons (e.g. 

extremely depressed, extremely lonely). Thus, it is incorrect to use short 

texts for labels without more context such as verbs or pronouns, in these 

cases, translation teams have to use full sentences. However, short labels 

were not only problematic due to language structures. Some national 

teams argued that short texts are not clear enough and may cause 

confusion for respondents with low levels of formal education. As an 

example, in the question  

 

‘If a violent crime were to occur near to where you live and the police 

were called, how slowly or quickly do you think they would arrive at the 
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scene? Choose your answer from this card, where 0 is extremely slowly 

and 10 is extremely quickly’. 

 

Extremely 

slowly 

       Extremely 

quickly 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

the scale labels were formulated as ‘It will arrive extremely late to the 

place” and “It will arrive extremely quickly to the place.’The main 

argument was that ‘Extremely slowly/quickly’ could be interpreted as 

"driving fast or slow." 

 

Another frequent deviation was the translation of qualifiers defined as 

fixed reference points. A fixed reference point is an anchor; there is no 

doubt about its position on the subjective scale in the mind of the 

respondent (Saris, 1988). The source English questionnaire in the ESS 

makes extensive use of the anchor 'Extremely' and this word was 

challenging for translation especially into Balto-Slavic languages. When 

this problem first appeared, national teams argued that there was no 

equivalent adverb to ‘extremely’, thus they reformulated the labels of the 

end-points as ‘very’. This second form is not a fixed reference point but a 

vague qualifier because respondents can have a different idea of what 

‘very’ means depending on their own subjective reference. A second 

argument given by the countries was that the formulation was possible but 

it was difficult to be understood by less educated people because it could 

be understood as ‘extremist’.  

 

This flagged a recurrent problem in the translation of labels: national 

teams looked for a literal translation. This problem has decreased 



 

substantively after a better communication with the translation teams 

regarding the intended measurement properties that the scale should 

convey (annotations were given that if extremely was not possible, the 

terms fully, absolutely, completely, totally have the same properties).  

 

Another example of an incorrect translation of fixed reference points was 

found in four languages: Czech, Slovakia, Russia and Poland translated 

the scale ‘not at all likely’ as ‘very unlikely’ and the scale ‘not at all often’ 

into ‘very rare’. The reason was that the expression not at all is idiomatic 

in English. Therefore, it is difficult to decide how it can be represented in 

target languages. A solution was to use the equivalent to ‘never’ instead 

of trying to reproduce 'not at all'. 

 

This process has helped to improve the guidelines and communication 

with countries on the elements that should be dealt with when the 

translations are done. Problems with fixed reference points were found in 

nine cases in Round 5, in six cases in Round 6 and only in one case in 

Round 7. 

 

c) Category C: Differences in the linguisticcharacteristics 
 

 Missing parts in an item  

 

There are cases where the difference is inherent to the way the language is 

structured. In Lithuanian, for example, it is not appropriate to use a 

question word ‘how’ and at the same time to use the two poles of the 

scale, ‘slowly or quickly’. The expression ‘kaiplėtaiargreitai (how slowly 
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or quickly) is not appropriate in the language. In order to keep a request 

balanced, the translation decision was to omit the WH word (doesit arrive 

slowly or quickly). They could include the WH and omit either “quickly” 

or “slowly” resulting in an unbalanced request. 

 

 Bipolar vs. unipolar scales 

 

A second common challenge appears in the choice of the appropriate 

translations to express antonyms when, in the source English 

questionnaire, they are expressed with the aid of the prefix 'un' 

(unimportant-important, unsuccessful-successful, able-unable, and 

confident-unconfident). Several translation teams interpreted these 

adjectives as bipolar. For instance, in the case of 'unsuccessful-successful', 

they argued that as there was not an equivalent formulation in a bipolar 

range, they must adapt the concept. These qualifiers were translated 

as‘inefficient/efficient‘, ‘ineffective/effective’ and ‘bad/well’ in Spanish 

and Catalan, French and Finnish respectively. In other cases, translations 

were formulated ranging from not successful to extremely successful 

being a unipolar scale. 

 

2.10 General discussion 
 

This chapter focuses on a current problem in comparative survey 

research. Survey translation has developed best practice procedures to 

translate functionally equivalent survey questionnaires but, in practice, it 

is a very complex challenge to empirically check that the requirements set 

by translation guidelines are fulfilled. The elements that matter to design a 



 

good question should be monitored in all participating languages. This is 

unworkable without a program and a clear inventory of the elements that 

should remain fixed across languages.  

 

We reviewed best practice procedures to translate and assess translations 

of survey items arguing that they do not have a direct link to testing 

equivalence. They rely on judgements that may be partial, or focusing 

only on some characteristics or cognitive processes, or subjective, 

because they depend on the evaluators’ knowledge of the context of the 

survey or even stylistic preferences about the language. Procedures that 

are thought to test equivalence, such as pilot studies, or split ballot 

experiments are not affordable for most survey projects or are only 

possible for a limited number of languages participating in a large scale 

comparative survey.  

 

We suggest that future research should be addressed along two lines: the 

first to strengthen the link between functional equivalence and translation 

assessment. Translation assessment procedures need to be developed 

keeping in mind a framework for statistical equivalence. The second line 

of research is about how to manage large amounts of information and 

problems derived from translation procedures. Large scale cross-cultural 

survey projects involve many different languages and translation 

problems can be generalized into families of languages or they can be 

very specific for a language. This makes it very difficult to systematize 

information in survey translation without the aid of software. Survey 

translation may find it useful to explore solutions that are emerging in 
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other areas of translation such as the use of corpora or computational 

linguistics. 

 

We suggested a procedure to detect deviations that are relevant for 

comparability of different language versions of a survey instrument 

before it is administered to respondents. It requires comparing the item 

characteristics of source and target survey items in a same coding scheme. 

This coding scheme is integrated in the form of a semiautomatic software 

called Survey Quality Predictor (SQP). Once survey items are coded into 

SQP, their characteristics can be compared in a systematic way.  

 

By defining the intended measurement properties of a survey item that 

should remain constant across countries, the process was successful at 

preventing a large number of differences that were not warranted and has 

helped to better communicate the objectives of survey translation. This 

led not only to changes in the translation of some items in some 

languages, but also to better annotations of the source questionnaire and 

to fewer idiomatic expressions. The result is that, in general, the form of 

the target questions is closer to the source questionnaire. The process has 

a clear strength in that it structures the communication and feedback 

between questionnaire designers and translation teams. As questionnaire 

designers, we are now better aware of the challenges that national teams 

face to follow the ASQ model.  

 

There is a group of differences between the source and target versions 

which is unavoidable due to the structure of target languages. For 

instance, some languages cannot leave alone short texts in the scales such 



 

as adverbs without a complement or a grammatical person. The process 

has helped to be aware of those differences and to aid translators in taking 

better decisions when the form of the question should be adapted. 

 

Finally, there were some differences which, in principle, could be 

avoided, but they were not reconciled because translation teams had 

strong cultural arguments to keep them. For instance, that additional 

explanations and definitions are helpful to less educated people and that 

fluency needs to be improved in the interview or that some qualifiers have 

a negative connotation in the language ('extremely'). There is not a final 

answer to this issue. It opens a line of debate for further research on 

comparative questionnaire design. 

 

SQP Coding is not exempt from limitations. The first is inherent to coding 

procedures: coding can be tiresome and coders should be trained carefully 

to minimize coding errors. The second is about the inventory of 

characteristics that are compared, throughout the application of the 

procedure in three rounds of the ESS. We have learnt that some categories 

could be added. The third limitation is in the scope of the approach, as the 

codes focus on the form of the items content is dismissed. This issue has 

been tackled by asking national teams during the reporting step how 

specific formulations were solved, e.g. the dichotomy unsuccessful-

successful, unimportant-important. 
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3. Cross Cultural Or Cross National Research? The 
Role Of Language In A Comparative Survey5 

 

Abstract 
 

This paper examines whether or not linguistic groups exhibit invariance 

within countries. It tests configural, metric and scalar invariance across 

linguistic groups in a model that distinguishes the response process -

taking into account systematic error components- and the cognitive 

process. Our findings show that when differences in the response process 

are allowed, concepts are (partially) invariant across groups. The analysis 

is conducted for items measuring trust in institutions and political 

satisfaction for six linguistic groups including French, Dutch, Estonian, 

German, Ukrainian and Russian in four countries. Data comes from the 

European Social Survey. 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Previous research has established that measurement invariance (MI) is a 

prerequisite for deriving substantive conclusions for comparisons of data 

collected in diverse populations (cf. Davidov et al., 2014; Horn & 

McArdle, 1992; Meredith, 1993; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; 

Vandenberg & Lance, 2000).    (Horn & McArdle, 1992, p. 117) defined 

MI as “whether (or not) under different conditions of observing and 

studying phenomena measurement operations yield measures of the same 

attribute”. A well-established procedure to test for MI is an analysis of the 

                                                 
5
 Submitted for publication and under review at the time of the dissertation's defense. 

 



 

mean and covariance structure of latent variables. It is done using 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) within the framework of multi-group 

structural equation modelling (MG-SEM).  

 

In addition to the challenges of estimation and model testing (Cheung & 

Rensvold, 2002; Saris, Satorra, & Van der Veld, 2009; cf. Vandenberg & 

Lance, 2000), the standard approach for testing MI in comparative survey 

research faces a conceptual problem related to the definition of the groups 

that are compared (Byrne & Watkins, 2003). This is due to the fact that in 

most cases countries are the ultimate unit of interest, measurement 

invariance is tested at the country level assuming that they are 

homogeneous cultural entities. In multilingual countries, it is plausible to 

hypothesize that invariance can be rejected for different linguistic groups. 

 

This paper focuses on the MI to survey questions taking into account 

linguistic diversity within countries. The first objective is to challenge a 

current practice to test for invariance at the country level without testing 

whether linguistic groups are invariant or not in countries where survey 

instruments are translated in more than one language. A second objective 

is to test for invariance distinguishing the response and cognitive 

processes to a survey question. It is argued that there could be differences 

in respondents' reactions to the formulation of the measurement 

instrument across groups. If they are controlled, comparisons across 

groups can be done when there is invariance in the parameters 

representing the way respondents interpret survey items. 
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The overall objective is to provide evidence which supports two general 

rules: first, to test for invariance across linguistic groups before 

aggregating data at the country level when there is more than one 

language in the questionnaire and second, to account for measurement 

error in the test. Empirical results in this paper show that by modifying 

the classical MI model to account for measurement error invariance can 

be achieved. 

 

The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 3.2, we summarize the 

role of language in a survey interview. In Section 3.3, we explain how 

invariance is typically tested in multilingual countries and we show an 

alternative model which distinguishes the response and cognitive 

components of the measurement process. Section 3.4 presents the data, 

model fitting and model testing procedures for the models specified in 

Section 3.3. In Section 3.5, the results of the empirical analysis are shown 

and in Section 3.6, we conclude and discuss the results. 

 

3.2 The effect of language in a survey 
 

Large scale survey projects across the globe e.g. the European Social 

Survey (ESS), the Programme for International Student Assessment 

(PISA), the European Values Survey (EVS), among others, translate their 

instruments into more than one language when a country has minority 

languages (European Social Survey, 2014, p. 6; European Values Survey, 

2010, p. 121; PISA, 2010, p. 5). 

 



 

Translating questionnaires into minority languages has pros and cons: the 

advantage is that non-response bias is prevented, in a country with two (or 

more) linguistic groups, it may be the case that one cultural group is not 

proficient into the other's language e.g. Russian speakers in Estonia do not 

necessarily speak Estonian. However, the translation of questionnaires 

into minority languages also faces challenges, for instance, the language 

of the questionnaire threatens comparability because survey items can be 

biased by translation decisions (Janet A. Harkness, Villar, et al., 2010; 

Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997; Van de Vijver & Tanzer, 2004). However, 

accurate translations do not warrant MI.  

 

Research in cross-cultural psychology provides evidence to support a 

modern formulation of the Whorfian hypothesis in a survey interview: 

that the way linguistic forms operate in the mind of the respondent have 

an effect on how concepts are related (Hunt & Agnoli, 1991; Richard & 

Toffoli, 2009). In survey research, the Whorfian hypothesis can be 

formulated by stating that the language in the interview may affect the 

response process to survey items and/or the interpretation of questions. 

 

A survey item can be defined as a request for an answer about a concept 

and a topic asked using a measurement method i.e. the combination of 

characteristics that define the formulation and administration of the 

request, such as the response scale, the mode of data collection, the use of 

showcards or visual aid, the translation procedure, the selection and 

assignment of languages, the introduction, the additional explanations, 

etcetera (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014). The measurement process of a survey 

item is a combination of the cognitive process - the process that makes the 
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respondent understand and interpret the concept that is asked in the form 

of an item- and the response process - how the respondent responds to the 

way the item is formulated, the reaction to the measurement method (Van 

der Veld, 2006). 

 

When measurement invariance is tested using data aggregated at the 

country level a strong assumption is made: that the responses obtained 

from asking two questions in different languages administered to a 

multicultural sample are equivalent. This, in general, would be the case if 

the understanding/interpretation of the questions were the same and the 

measurement method affected the response process in the same way. 

However, it is not necessarily the case that two linguistic groups define 

concepts in a same way only because they are part of the same country.  

 

Language is part of what defines our cultural identity (Cohen, 2009) and 

cultural practices (Schwartz, Unger, Zamboanga, & Szapocznik, 2010). It 

is related to how we assign meaning and retrieve information in order to 

answer questions (Peytcheva, 2008). Language has an effect on the 

measurement process of survey questions by activating the associations of 

the cultural frames that yield a response (Bond & Yang, 1982; Luna et al., 

2008; Yang & Bond, 1980). This means that there can be different 

interpretations of questions depending on the cultural frames activated by 

the language in the survey, but it may also imply that respondents could 

react differently to the measurement method. 

 

Language effects in the response and cognitive process can be identified 

by analyzing the response patterns of bilingual individuals. They may 



 

switch their cultural frameworks depending on whether or not they are 

exposed to stimuli related to one language or the other, their reactions 

becoming closer to the cultural features of the stimuli’s language. This 

phenomenon has been called Cultural Frame Switching (CFS) (Hong et 

al., 2000). Benet-Martinez et al. (2002) showed that the stimuli posed by 

language activated CFS when respondents answered to an instrument to 

measure personality traits. Later evidence has shown that CFS depends on 

the potential level of conflicted characteristics and the distance of the 

cultural frameworks which define an individual's identity (Benet-Martínez 

& Haritatos, 2005). 

 

Equivalence in a multilingual survey is at stake, not only if the 

comprehension of questions depends on the cultural frameworks but also 

when the characteristics of the survey method affect respondents' 

reactions regardless of their opinion on a topic. Harzing (2006) found that 

for agree/disagree (A/D) items
6
 answering a questionnaire in one's native 

language was related to a higher extreme-response style (the tendency to 

select systematically the extreme categories of the scale). She also found 

that English language proficiency was related to a lower middle-response 

style (systematic choice of the middle category) (Harzing, 2006). 

Potential implications of these results in countries with high migration 

rates are that respondents would use different response processes: first-

                                                 
6
 We prefer refer to "agree/disagree" items instead of Likert items, because Likert 

scaling is in itself a psychometric procedure to design a measurement instrument. It is 

different to what is typically referred as a Likert scale i.e. a design where respondents are 

presented a battery of statements; they should express their opinions by agreeing or 

disagreeing with each statement. The scale for these items is typically five-point 

categorical (strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly 

disagree). For more details on the Likert scaling procedure see: Likert, Rensis (1932). "A 

Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes". Archives of Psychology 140: 1–55. 
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generation migrant respondents may use systematic patterns of response 

style which may be different to those associated to second or later 

generations or native population. 

 

Uskul, Oyserman and Schwarz (2010) showed that the response process is 

highly influenced by features of the questionnaire and the survey context 

(cultural characteristics in which the survey takes place). They suggested 

that the emphasis on honour and modesty, highly valuable in some Latin 

American, Middle East and Mediterranean cultures, are particularly 

influential cultural traits in the response process. Harzing (2006) analyzed 

26 cultural groups (defined by language) and found that cultural 

characteristics at the group level such as those associated with the 

dichotomy collectivism/individualism, power distance, uncertainty 

avoidance and extraversion produced response bias such as acquiescence 

i.e. the tendency to agree with a statement regardless of the content and, 

extreme/middle response style. The implication in multilingual countries 

is that if linguistic groups differ in their cultural characteristics, it is 

plausible that they observed differences in the response process. 

 

Several authors have tested for invariance/equivalence in measurement 

instruments across linguistic groups defined as a combination of language 

and country or language and ethnic origin. They have provided evidence 

that MI cannot be assumed for multicultural samples when respondents 

are given the option to select the language of the interview (Keysar, 

Hayakawa, & An, 2012; Richard & Toffoli, 2009; Schwartz et al., 2014; 

Zavala-Rojas, 2012). However, these studies are limited because they 

have not explored the distinction between the response and the cognitive 



 

processes. Therefore, it is not yet clear if the measurement invariance was 

because linguistic groups had a different understanding of the concepts or 

because the reaction to the measurement method was different, or both. 

 

Richard and Toffoli (2009) found that for items measuring ethnic identity 

and acculturation in a sample of Greek-Canadians, invariance was 

rejected when bilingual respondents were given the choice of the 

language of the interview. Individuals who spoke both languages 

translated in the survey and selected in which to answer likely incurred in 

self selection bias.  

 

Zavala-Rojas (2012) tested invariance in items measuring trust in 

institutions for four rounds in the ESS across all participating countries 

including those with two or more linguistic groups (two or more 

questionnaires) such as Belgium, Ukraine, Estonia, Switzerland, Finland 

and Israel. Results show that if one linguistic group was not invariant and 

the deviations were very large with respect to the other linguistic group 

within a country, metric or scalar invariance was rejected when the data 

was aggregated at the country level.  

 

Schwartz et al. (2014) tested invariance on a measurement instrument for 

acculturation and found full metric and partial scalar invariance only 

when the language of the questionnaire was randomised for bilingual 

individuals with approximately the same proficiency in Spanish and 

English, higher education rates and living in a bicultural context. They 

argued that aggregating data before confirming invariance may threaten 

comparability when respondents are able to choose the language of the 
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questionnaire because 1) respondents are likely to switch cultural frames 

to answer the interview, 2) they may select a language based on fear of a 

stereotype threat e.g. a pressure to choose a language related to the 

mainstream ethnic group or region where the survey takes place even if 

the respondent is not sufficiently proficient on it, 3) they may lack 

linguistic competency to choose a language (possibly derived from 2) or, 

4) the survey design may lack translation quality.  

 

In general, research which has investigated invariance within a country 

for different linguistic groups concluded that it was not possible to 

aggregate at the country level. This evidence challenges current practices 

in comparative survey research where invariance is tested at the country 

level in multilingual populations. But past research does not tell us if it is 

a different response process, which introduces variation in measurement 

error across groups, or if cultural differences lead to differences in the 

interpretation of the concepts asked causing a different cognitive process, 

or possibly both. In the next section, we formally define the measurement 

invariance test in its classical form and an alternative model proposed by 

Saris and Gallhofer (2014) which allows us to distinguish the cognitive 

and response processes for linguistic groups within a country. 

 

3.3 Testing invariance in multilingual countries 
 

Measurement invariance is formally tested by restricting the parameters in 

the measurement models across groups to be equal. Equation (11) to 



 

Equation (14) show a typical model
7
 for the relationship between three 

observed variables   
 

,i=1, 2, 3, and a concept by postulation
8
;   

 
, j=1, 

for group g, g=1, 2, …, p (Bollen, 1989; Meredith, 1993). In this 

model,  
 

 is a measure of a concept by intuition in the form of a survey 

item (observed variable). In these equations,   
 

 represents the intercept of 

the regression;    
 

 represents the slope (or factor loading) between the ith 

observed variable and the jth concept-by-postulation and e 
 

 represents the 

disturbance term of the equation. It is assumed that the disturbance terms 

have a mean of zero, they are uncorrelated with each other and with 

  
 

,represented by (14).  
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7
 We show the relationship between three observed variables and one latent variable, but 

the response function can be generalized to   
 

    
 
    

 
  

 
   

 
 where i=1, 2, …, p; 

j=1, 2, …,q and g=1, 2, …,n. 
8
 Saris and Gallhofer (2014:15) make the distinction between concepts-by-intuition and 

concepts-by-postulation following Blalock (1990) and Northrop (1947). In this 

distinction concepts by intuition are "more or less immediately perceived by our sensory 

organs (or their extensions) without recourse to a deductively formulated theory". 

Concepts by postulation are constructs which require explicit definitions and are defined 

by simple concepts already understood or concepts by intuition. They are complex 

concepts that cannot be measured with only one but with several concepts-by-intuition. 

Under this definition, how satisfied are you with the government? and how satisfied are 

you with democracy in your country? are questions for concepts by intuition, whereas 

'satisfaction with politics' is a concept-by-postulation made up by the former two. 
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Invariance in the parameters of the measurement model in Equation (11) 

to Equation (13) is tested in three steps, where each step is a prerequisite 

of the next one. In the first step, a configural model is fitted for all groups 

to check if the configuration of the factorial structure, the pattern of fixed 

and free parameters- is the same across the groups of interest. In the 

second step, metric invariance, the configural model is restricted to one 

where the factor loadings are invariant across the groups     
     

    

   
  . When the model is not rejected, comparisons of relationships across 

groups can be made (Horn & McArdle, 1992). The third step, scalar 

invariance implies that in addition to invariance in the factor loadings, 

intercepts are also restricted to be the same    
    

      
  . If the 

model is not rejected, comparisons of means can also be made across 

groups. This standard parameterization is represented in Figure 7. 

 

The standard procedure to test for invariance is too restrictive in the sense 

that it does not allow separation of the respondent's reaction to the 

measurement method, the response process, from a true difference in the 

interpretation of the meaning of concepts, the cognitive process. This 

limitation of the standard procedure has been referred to as susceptibility 

i.e. to what extent the procedure is sensitive to artefacts in the response 

process (Butts et al., 2006; Byrne & Watkins, 2003; Marsh & Byrne, 

1993; Saris & Gallhofer, 2014). 

 

Saris and Gallhofer (2014:285) suggested that a test for invariance should 

allow correction for differences in the response process (correction for 

measurement error). MI could be tested using a model that makes the 



 

distinction between the cognitive and the response components, where 

only the parameters of the cognitive equations should be necessarily 

constrained to be equal across groups. If latent variables are used, 

comparisons across groups can be done when the meaning of the concepts 

is the same, even if the response process is not the same.  

 

In the context of multilingual samples, as it is possible that each linguistic 

group has a different reaction to the method used in the questionnaire, one 

can allow differences in the response process and test only for differences 

in the interpretation of the concepts across groups. In Figure 8, the 

response process is modelled by the relationship between the concept-by-

intuition,  
 

 
, with each observed variable,   

 
  where   

 
is the slope of this 

relationship and   
 
  the intercept. At the upper part of the figure, the 

cognitive process is represented by the relationship between  
 

 
, the 

concepts-by-intuition and   
 

, the concept-by-postulation with 

 
  

 
representing the slope of this relationship and   

 
  the intercept.  

 

As formulated in the figure, this model is not identified. To estimate a 

model distinguishing the cognitive and the response component, it is 

necessary to add one observed variable to measure each concept by 

intuition. This is shown in Figure 9. Finally, as the concepts-by-intuition 

are measured for the same respondents at two points in time and the only 

difference is the method used, two method factors should be added 

   
 

,  
 
  representing the respondents' reaction to the measurement 

method as shown in Figure 10. The model in Figure 10 is the baseline 

model to test for MI across linguistic groups. This final model is 
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represented by Equation (15) to Equation (25). Standard constraints (26)-

(29) were imposed to identify the baseline model. First, the loadings of 

method factors       
 

   were fixed to 1. Second, one of the loadings in the 

measurement equations was fixed to 1 to fix the latent scales (   
 

    
 

 

   
 

). The intercepts,   
 
  were all fixed to zero for the response equations  

The first intercept of the cognitive equations,   
 
  was also fixed to 

zero.Equations (24) to (25) represent standard assumptions, that the error 

terms, unique components and the method factors have a mean of zero 

and that they are not associated with each other or with the latent 

variables   
 

 and    
 

 in the model.This model will be used for estimation 

in the empirical section of this paper. 

 

Response process 

  
 

    
 
    

 
  

 
    

 
  

 
   

 
 (15) 

  
 

    
 
    

 
 
 
     

 
 
 
    

 
 (16) 

  
 

    
 
    

 
 
 
     

 
 
 
    

 
 (17) 

  
 

    
 
    

 
 
 
     

 
 
 

 
   

 
 (18) 

  
 

    
 
    

 
 
 
     

 
 
 

 
   

 
 (19) 

  
 

    
 
    

 
 
 
     

 
 
 

 
   

 
 (20) 

 

Cognitive process 

 
 
     

 
  

  
  

 
    

 
  (21) 

 
 
     

 
  

  
  

 
    

 
  (22) 

 
 
     

 
  

  
  

 
    

 
  (23) 

 



 

Assumptions 

E( i) = 0; E( iηj) = 0; E( i k) = 0; 

E( i  j) = 0; E( i j) = 0 for i ≠ j  (24) 

 

E( j) = 0; E( j  k) = 0; 

E( i j) = 0 for i ≠ j; E(ηiηj) = 0 for i=1,2,3 ,  j=4,5 (25) 

 

Identification/initial restrictions 

   
 

    
 

    
 

    (26) 

   
 

     
 

     (27) 

  
 

       
 

    (28) 

  
 

    
 

     (29) 
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Figure 7- Figure 10. Standard vs. alternative models to test for measurement 

invariance 
Figure 8 Figure 9 Figure 10 

 

 
 

In the standard approach, the relationship between   
 

and   
 

 is 

direct. In the alternative parameterization it is mediated by an 

intermediate response step represented by the bottom part of Figure 

10 (Equation 15 to Equation 20). Variations in the parameters 

   
 
    

 
 and or    

 
 are plausible, because respondents across cultural 



 

groups have different reactions to the measurement procedures, 

regardless of their opinion about the concepts.  

 

The top part of Figure 10 corresponds to the cognitive process 

which establishes the relationship between the concepts-by-intuition 

 
 

 
 and the concept-by-postulation represented by   

 
, where   

 
 is a 

unique component of each concept-by-intuition with variance   
 

. 

These relationships are assumed to be linear as shown by Equations 

(21) to (23). The loadings (   
 
    

 
    

 
) represent the slope of the 

relationship between   
 

and  
 

 
. The intercepts of the cognitive 

equations are represented by   
 

. 

 

The restrictions across the groups to test the null hypothesis of 

invariance are made in the cognitive equations (21)-(23): firstly by 

restricting the baseline model to be the same across groups 

(configural invariance); secondly by restricting the loadings of the 

cognitive equations to be the same to test for metric invariance 

    
     

      
     

      
     

   and finally, restricting the 

intercepts    
     

     
     

   to test for scalar invariance. These 

restrictions test if cultural groups understand/interpret concepts in 

the same way, at the same time that the differences in the response 

process are taken into account. The response equations (15)-(20) 

may be estimated without constraining the parameters, because the 

main interest is to establish whether or not the underlying 

understanding of the concepts is the same. If the parameters of the 

response process are also restricted, the model is testing in addition 
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whether the reaction to the method is the same across groups. The 

decision procedure to determine whether or not a fixed parameter 

was misspecified was done following the Judgment Rule approach 

by (Saris et al., 2009). If a misspecification was found significant, 

the loading/intercept was freed. It is described in detail in the 

subsection Model testing
9
. 

 

We argue that invariance is often rejected in the standard approach 

because the coefficients represent mixed parameters of a response 

component and a cognitive component. The alternative approach to 

test for invariance is less restrictive to detect relevant differences 

across (linguistic) groups. True differences in the meaning of 

concepts are being tested and, at the same time, differences in the 

way respondents react to survey questions are allowed. It is no 

longer assumed, but can be tested explicitly, that both the 

interpretations of a concept and the reaction to the survey method 

are or have to be equal. This is illustrated in Equation (20)-Equation 

(25). Substituting Equation (21) - (23) for the first observed variable 

into Equation (5) - (10) as shown in Equation (30) - (32) results in 

the parameterization of the standard procedure. 

 

  
 

    
 
    

 
   

 
    

 
  
 
   

 
      

 
  

 
   

 
  (30) 

 

                                                 
9
 We fit the models using LISREL 8.7 (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2004).  A repository 

with the inputs and outputs from Lisrel 8.7 and the data used in the analyses in 

this paper is found at this link: 

https://github.com/dianazr/CrossNationalCrossCultural 



 

By rearranging terms, this equation can be simplified to Equation 

(32): 

 

  
 

    
 
    

 
  

 
    

 
   
 

  
 
    

 
  
 
     

 
  

 
   

 
 (31) 

 

                    
 

           
 
                     

 
  
 
                    

 
 (32) 

 

Where, 

 

  
 

   
 
    

 
  

 
  (33) 

 

   
 

    
 

   
 

   (34) 

 

  
 

    
 

  
 
    

 
  

 
   

 
 (35) 

 

It is clearly seen that the parameters of the standard approach are 

complex, they are made up by different components that belong to 

the cognitive process and the reaction to the way the question is 

formulated. 

 

When the alternative model is used, if only differences in the 

response process are found, then comparisons of means and 

relationships across groups could still be done by correcting for 

measurement error using either a latent variable approach (or in the 

composite scores). However, if differences in the cognitive process 

are found, they represent true deviations across groups on how a 

concept is defined and interpreted. 
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In the following section, we provide detailed explanations of the 

data and model testing procedures we used to test for invariance 

using the alternative parameterization summarised by Equation (15) 

to Equation (29). Thereafter, the model results are presented. 

 

3.4 Data, model testing, and model results 
 

a) Data 
 

 Linguistic groups in the analysis. 

 

The model represented by Equations (15)-(29) is fitted for two 

linguistic groups in Belgium, Estonia, Switzerland and Ukraine 

using data from the European Social Survey Round 2 (European 

Social Survey, 2005). Countries were selected because the 

proportion of respondents in minority linguistic groups is at least 

25% covering a diverse range of languages: French, Dutch, 

German, Estonian, Russian and Ukrainian. A model was fitted for 

each concept-by-postulation ' trust in institutions' and 'political 

satisfaction' with the objective to compare linguistic groups within a 

country. In this way, the empirical part shows results of four 

‘Studies’. Table 4 shows the number of respondents in each 

linguistic group who answered the same concept using a different 

measurement method twice.  



 

Table 4. Number of cases included in each study 

Country Languages Number of cases Study label 

Belgium 

Dutch 
N = 653 Trust in institutions 

N = 334 Political satisfaction 

French 
N = 476 Trust in institutions 

N = 237 Political satisfaction 

Switzerland 

German 
N = 1878 Trust in institutions 

N = 490 Political satisfaction 

French 
N = 978 Trust in institutions 

N = 156 Political satisfaction 

Estonia 

Estonian 
N = 954 Trust in institutions 

N = 431 Political satisfaction 

Russian 
N = 324   Trust in institutions 

N = 137 Political satisfaction 

Ukraine 

Ukrainian 
N = 635 Trust in institutions 

N = 217 Political satisfaction 

Russian 
N = 705 Trust in institutions 

N = 260 Political satisfaction 

 

 Survey items 

 

Table 5 shows the formulation of the survey items in the source 

English questionnaire for trust in institutions (PARLIAMENT, 

LEGAL, POLITICIANS). Those three items were repeated in a 

supplementary questionnaire to a random subsample of respondents. 

The only difference in the measurement method at time 2 was that 

the items did not have a ‘Don’t know’ option. The table also shows 

the formulation of the survey items about political satisfaction 

(ECONOMY, GOVERNMENT, DEMOCRACY). In time 2 the 

difference in the measurement method was a verbal label to the 

mid-category. 
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Table 5. Survey items measuring 'trust in institutions' and 'political 

satisfaction' in the ESS Round 2 

Concept by postulation: Trust in institutions 

Variable name Item formulation 

PARLIAMENTa 

Using this card, please tell me on a score of 0-10 how much 

you  personally trust each of the institutions I read out.  0 

means you do not trust an institution at all, and 10 means you 

have complete trust.  Firstly… 

…the [country]’s parliament? 

LEGALa …the legal system? 

POLITICIANSa …the politicians? 

Concept by postulation: Political satisfaction 

Variable name Item formulation 

ECONOMYb 
On the whole how satisfied are you with the present state of 

the economy in [country]? Still use this card. 

GOVERNMENT

b 

Now thinking about the [country] government, how satisfied 

are you with the way it is doing its job? Still use this card. 

DEMOCRACYb 
And on the whole, how satisfied are you with the way 

democracy works in [country]?  Still use this card. 

Scales a) Measured in time 1 and time 2 on an 11 point scale with 

labels at the ending points 0= not trust at all, 10 = complete 

trust. The difference in the formulation is that in time one, 

there is the possibility of the spontaneous 'Don't know' option 

whereas in time 2 this possibility is not present. 

 

b) Measured in time 1 on an 11 point scale with labels at the 

ending points 0= extremely dissatisfied, 10 = extremely 

satisfied. The scale in time 2 one is an 11 point scale with 

labels 0= extremely dissatisfied, 5= neither dissatisfied nor 

satisfied and, 10 = extremely satisfied  

Source: European Social Survey (2004) “Round 2 Source Questionnaire”. London: 

Centre for Comparative Social Surveys, City University London. 

 

b) Model testing 
 

Typically, when global fit indexes are used to reject a group as 

invariant, groups with the largest chi-square contribution are 

excluded until a model with an acceptable fit on several fit indices 

are in acceptable ranges (Reeskens & Hooghe, 2007; Steinmetz, 

2011). Using this criterion Allum, Read, and Sturgis (2011) tested 

invariance of the measures of political and social trust in Rounds 1, 



 

2 and 3 of the ESS where only twelve out of seventeen countries 

were accepted as invariant. They excluded countries with the largest 

Chi-square until they got acceptable fitted models with an 

RMSEA< .08 and SRMR<.05. Fit indices in structural equation 

modelling and of model rejection for invariance testing are quite 

controversial (F. F. Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; Saris et 

al., 2009), the Chi-square test and the RMSEA do not take into 

account Type II error (Saris et al., 2009); as a consequence, a 

misspecified model can be accepted whereas a model with 

irrelevant misspecifications can be rejected. Global fit measures are 

very strict because they only indicate acceptance or rejection of a 

model. They do not give an insight into which elements in a model 

are misspecified. The approach in this paper was to evaluate the 

models for local misspecifications instead of global fit indexes (we 

report global fit indexes in Appendix 3.1).  

 

Saris et al. (2009) developed a procedure to determine whether 

misspecifications are present in SEM. The procedure tests directly 

for misspecifications in the model while taking into account the 

power of the test for each fixed parameter. A misspecification 

occurs if a parameter has been given a fixed value, which is 

incorrect in the population (Hu & Bentler, 1998). The 

misspecification test combines knowledge of: (a) the size of the 

misspecification (Expected Parameter Change, EPC); (b) the impact 

on the fit if the parameter was included as a free parameter 

(Modification Index, MI); and (c) the sensitivity of the test in 

detecting the misspecification (power of the test). Both (a) and (b) 
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are given by the outputs of SEM software; (c) can be calculated 

based on the non-centrality parameter. The program JRule (Van der 

Veld, Saris, & Satorra, 2008) facilitates the procedure by taking 

automatically (a) and (b) and estimating (c). In Table 6 the decision 

rules are presented based on this information.  

 

Table 6. The decisions to be made in the different situations defined on the 

basis of the size of the modification index (MI) and the power of the test. 

 
 High power Low power 

Significant MI See whether or not the size 

of the EPC is larger than 

the threshold. Parameter 

set free if it is 

 

Misspecification 

present 

(Parameter is freed) 

 

Non significant MI No misspecification 

(Parameter is not freed) 

Inconclusive  

(Parameter is not 

freed) 

 

To use this approach, one has to specify in advance which power is 

required to detect a misspecification for specific values of the 

parameters. A power of 0.8 was chosen to detect standardized 

loading differences larger than 0.1 and intercept differences larger 

than 0.05 times the length of the scales in the items. The JRule 

program was used to identify if fixed or constrained parameters 

were misspecified with respect to configural, metric and scalar 

invariance models in Equation (5) - Equation (15) (see Cieciuch et 

al. 2015; van der Veld and Saris 2011 for applications of Jrule as a 

model testing method to test for mesurement invariance). 

Parameters indicated as misspecified were freed until there were no 

more significant misspecifications. 

 



 

c) Results of four studies 
 

This section describes the results of testing for measurement 

invariance in trust in institutions and satisfaction with politics in 

four countries with minority languages. Table 7 to Table 10 show 

the coefficients of both the cognitive and the response process. 

Standard errors are shown in parentheses. When the parameters are 

invariant, the estimates are shown in one group and the label INV is 

attached to the other group.  

 

 Study 1. Belgium 

 

Table 7 shows the results for Dutch and French linguistic groups in 

Belgium. For trust in institutions, full scalar invariance was 

established, both at the cognitive and at the response levels. In the 

model for satisfaction with politics, full scalar invariance is 

established at the cognitive level but in the response process, one 

parameter of the first method factor was misspecified and 

unconstrained      . One intercept at the response level was also 

misspecified and freed (  ). 

 

 Study 2. Switzerland 

 

In Table 8, the coefficients of the models are shown for German and 

French in Switzerland.  For trust in institutions, the findings are 

different than those observed in Belgium. Full scalar invariance is 

established at the cognitive level, but at the response level, 
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parameters     and     of the first method factor and     of the 

second method factor were misspecified and freed. For satisfaction 

with politics, full scalar invariance was established at the cognitive 

level but at the response level parameter    in the first method 

factor was misspecified.  

 

 Study 3. Estonia 

 

Table 9 shows results for Estonia. For trust in institutions, Russian 

and Estonian linguistic groups are invariant at the response level but 

they are partially scalar invariant at the cognitive level. The loading 

of the variable 'politicians',  
  

, was misspecified and freed. 

Therefore, the corresponding intercept was also unconstrained. In 

the case of satisfaction with politics, as in Belgium and Switzerland, 

the parameters were invariant at the cognitive level. At the response 

level parameters of the first method factor     and    were 

misspecified and unconstrained. An intercept at Time 1,   , was 

also misspecified and freed. 

 

 Study 4. Ukraine 

 

For Ukraine, results are shown in Table 10. The parameters of trust 

in institutions are fully scalar invariant both at the cognitive and at 

the response level. The results of the model for satisfaction with 

politics are less similar to the other three countries. The parameters 

at the response level were misspecified, in this case, not only 

misspecifications in the method factors were found but also in the 



 

loadings of the relationship between the concepts-by-intuition and 

the observed variables. Partial scalar invariance was established for 

the parameters at the cognitive level. The loading for the variable 

'Economy',      was misspecified and freed, therefore he 

corresponding intercept,     was freed as well. 
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Table 7 Measurement invariance test results for Dutch and French in 

Belgium 

     Study 1.  Belgium   

 Cognitive process Dutch French    Dutch French 

 Scalarinvariance        

  Parliament    INV 0.00  Economy    INV 0.00 

   Legal    INV 
0.58 

(0.16) 

 
Government    INV 

-1.79 

(0.35) 

 Politicians    INV 
-0.80 

(0.16) 

 
Democracy    INV 

-0.39 

(0.34) 

 Metricinvariance         

  Parliament     INV 1.00  Economy     INV 1.00 

    Legal     INV 
0.91 

(0.03) 

 
Government     INV 

1.21 

(0.06) 

  Politicians     INV 
1.08 

(0.03) 

 
Democracy     INV 

1.10 

(0.06) 

Response process         

 Question at time 1g        

    Parliament     1 1  Economy     1 1 

      
 

    
 -0.70 

(0.12) 

    Legal     1 1  Government     1 1 

    

Politicians 

      

1 

1 

 

Democracy     1 1 

 Question at time 2       

    Parliament     INV 
1.02 

(0.01) 

 
Economy     INV 

0.97 

(0.01) 

    Legal     INV 
1.01 

(0.01) 

 
Government     INV 

1.03 

(0.01 

    Politicians     INV 
1.01 

(0.01) 

 
Democracy     INV 

1.00 

(0.01) 

 Method factor 1         

       1 1       1 1 

         1 1         1 1 

       INV 
0.05 

(0.15) 

 
     1 

0.36 

(0.15) 

 Method factor 2          

       1 1       1 1 

         1 1         1 1 

       INV 
0.75 

(0.11) 

 
     1 1 

 Latentmeans К1 
4.90 

(0.08) 

4.39 

(0.09) 

 
 К1 

5.42 

(0.10) 

5.34 

(0.12)  



 

Table 8 Measurement invariance test results for German and French in 

Switzerland 

  Study 2. Switzerland  

Cognitive process  German French   German French 

S Scalar invariance       

  Parliament    INV 0.00 Economy    INV 0.00 

   Legal    INV 
1.65  

(0.12) 
Government    INV 

0.11 

(0.29) 

 Politicians    INV 
-0.16  

(0.12) 
Democracy    INV 

 1.64 

(0.31) 

 Metric invariance       

  Parliament     INV 1.00 Economy     INV 1.00 

    Legal     INV 
0.82 

(0.02) 
Government     INV 

0.97 

(0.06) 

  
Politicians 

    
INV 

0.90 

(0.02) 
Democracy     INV 

0.90 

 (0.06) 

Response process       

 Question at time 1      

    Parliament     1 1 Economy     1 1 

    Legal     1 1 Government     1 1 

    Politicians     1 1 Democracy     1 1 

 Question at time 1      

    Parliament     INV 
1.00 

(0.00) 
Economy     INV 

1.05 

(0.01) 

    Legal     INV 
0.99 

(0.00) 
Government     INV 

1.05 

 (0.01) 

    Politicians     INV 
0.99 

 (0.00) 
Democracy     INV 

1.00 

(0.01) 

 Method factor 1       

       1 
1.63 

(0.45) 
     1 1 

         1 1        1 1 

       
0.29 

(0.08) 

1.05 

(0.22) 
     

0.08 

(0.12) 

1.20 

(0.53) 

 Method factor 2        

       
1.71 

(0.37) 

0.79 

(0.09) 
     1 1 

         1 1        1 1 

       1 1      
1.21 

(1.10) 
INV 

 Latentmeans К1 
5.48 

 (0.04) 

5.40 

 (0.06) 
 К1 

5.28 

(0.08) 

5.11 

(0.16) 
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Table 9 Measurement invariance test results for Estonian and Russian in 

Estonia 

  Study 3. Estonia  

Cognitive 

process 
 Estonian Russian   Estonian Russian 

S Scalar invariance       

  Parliament    INV 0.00 Economy    INV 0.00 

   Legal    INV 
1.32 

(0.13) 
Government    INV 

-1.53 

(0.28) 

 Politicians    
-0.28 

(0.14) 

-0.11 

(0.17) 
Democracy    INV 

-0.72 

(0.27) 

 Metricinvariance       

  Parliament     INV 1.00 Economy     INV 1.00 

    Legal     INV 
0.85 

(0.03) 
Government     INV 

1.19 

(0.06) 

  Politicians     
0.87 

(0.03) 

0.76 

(0.04) 
Democracy     INV 

1.15 

(0.06) 

Response process        

 Question at time 1      

    Parliament     1 1 Economy     1 1 

    Legal     1 1 Government     1 1 

    Politicians     1 1 Democracy     1 1 

 Question at time 2       

    Parliament     INV 
0.97 

(0.01) 
Economy     INV 

1.00 

(0.01) 

          0.00 
0.36 

(0.10) 

    Legal     INV 
0.98 

(0.01) 
Government     INV 

0.96 

(0.01) 

    Politicians     INV 
0.96 

(0.01) 
Democracy     INV 

1.00 

(0.01) 

 Method factor 1        

       1 1      1 1 

         1 1        1 
0.44 

(0.35) 

       1 1      1 
0.79 

(0.58) 

 Method factor 2         

       1 1      1 1 

         1 1        1 1 

       INV 
0.64 

(0.08) 
     1 1 

 Latent means К1 
4.29 

 (0.07) 

3.94 

 (0.13) 
 К1 

4.72 

(0.09) 

4.28 

(0.16) 



 

Table 10 Measurement invariance test results for Ukrainian and Russian in 

Ukraine 

 

  Study 4. Ukraine  

Cognitive 

process 
 Ukrainian  Russian   Ukrianian Russian 

S Scalar invariance       

  Parliament    INV 0.00 Economy    
0.40 

(0.47) 
0.00 

   Legal    INV 
-0.07 

(0.15) 
Government    INV 

-0.44 

(0.28) 

 Politicians    INV 
0.02 

(0.13) 
Democracy    INV 

-0.15 

(0.27) 

 Metricinvariance       

  Parliament     INV 1.00 Economy     
0.69 

(0.12) 
1.00 

    Legal     INV 
0.85 

(0.03) 
Government     INV 

1.30 

(0.10) 

  Politicians     INV 
0.78 

(0.03 
Democracy     INV 

1.24 

(0.09) 

Response process        

 Question at time 1      

    Parliament     1 1 Economy     1 1 

    Legal     1 1 Government     1 1 

    Politicians     1 1 Democracy     1 1 

 Question at time 2       

    Parliament     INV 
0.95 

(0.01) 
Economy     

1.19 

(0.01) 

1.13 

(0.02) 

    Legal     INV 
0.99 

(0.01) 
Government     

1.03 

(0.01) 

1.12 

(0.01) 

    Politicians     INV 
0.99 

(0.01) 
Democracy     

1.02 

(0.01) 

1.10 

(0.01) 

 Method factor 1        

       INV 
0.79 

(0.09) 
     1 1 

         1 1        1 
1.65 

(0.39) 

       1 1      1 1 

 Method factor 2         

       INV 
0.79 

(0.09) 
     1 1 

         1 1        1 1 

       1 1      1 1 

 Latentmeans К1 
5.09 

 (0.10) 

3.73 

 (0.10) 
 К1 

4.06 

(0.12) 

2.79 

(0.09) 
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Taken together, the four studies presented in this research support 

the idea that survey data from different linguistic groups within a 

country cannot be aggregated without testing for measurement 

invariance. In addition, we show that it is important to distinguish 

the response and cognitive processes of the measurement model. 

The classical test for measurement invariance is too restrictive, it 

imposes the unnecessary condition that the reaction to the 

measurement method should be the same across groups. Using an 

alternative parameterization that allows the distinction between the 

cognitive part and the response part, we showed that non-invariance 

at the response level is more frequent that non-invariance at the 

cognitive level.  

 

For trust in institutions and at the cognitive level, parameters in 

Belgium, in Switzerland and in Ukraine were fully scalar invariant, 

whereas they were partially scalar invariant in Estonia. For 

satisfaction with politics, full scalar invariance was established in 

Belgium, in Switzerland and in Estonia. Ukraine was partially 

scalar invariant.  

 

At the response level, Belgium, Estonia and Ukraine are fully scalar 

invariant for 'trust in institutions' but in Switzerland 

misspecifications were present in the method factors. The picture 

changes in the case of 'satisfaction with politics.' All four countries 

had misspecifications in the method factors and in Ukraine metric 

invariance was not achieved. Misspecifications in the method 



 

factors imply that respondents across linguistic groups had different 

reactions to the way the questions were formulated. 

 

3.5 General discussion 
 

In order to derive substantive comparisons across groups using 

survey data, it is advisable to test for measurement invariance. But 

tests using large scale comparative surveys are often limited to 

testing for invariance across countries. The assumption is that they 

are homogeneous cultural entities. However, the presence of 

linguistic groups in multilingual countries set up culturally diverse 

countries. In the present research, we challenge the assumption that 

cultural groups within a country are invariant and we extend the test 

for measurement invariance across linguistic groups.  

 

We suggest that an invariance test in multilingual samples should 

establish whether linguistic groups interpret concepts in the same 

way, allowing to take into account how the measurement instrument 

affects the observed responses, that is, a distinction of the cognitive 

and the response process in a measurement model should be made. 

 

However, this distinction cannot be done using the well established 

procedure to test for measurement invariance (Meredith, 1993; 

Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). It has a known flaw: when the  

null hypothesis of invariance is rejected, the standard model does 

not provide information about whether (linguistic) groups are using 

different interpretations of concepts, there are differences in the 
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response process, or both. This makes the standard procedure very 

strict because if differences across groups are only present in the 

response process (as is the case in the studies presented in this 

paper), comparisons across groups can be done by correcting for 

measurement error (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014).  

 

We used an alternative parameterization suggested by Saris and 

Gallhofer (2014) where the cognitive and the response processes are 

distinguished to avoid that measurement errors confound 

differences in the equivalence of the understanding of the concepts 

across groups. To identify a model where method factors are 

estimated, we used two observed variables for each indicator, other 

possibilities can be to incorporate information about the reliability 

of a measurement instrument in  the model, for such procedures the 

reader is referred to the literature in this topic (Alwin, 2007; Saris & 

Gallhofer, 2007). Results showed that, in general, the measurement 

models exhibited invariance in the cognitive level, linguistic groups 

share a same understanding of the concepts asked, but at the 

response process there were few but significant differences. 

Therefore, a distinction seems necessary. 

 

The estimated parameters of the response process showed some 

significant differences in the reaction to the method of the 

questionnaire across linguistic groups. If they are not taken into 

account, these variations disturb the standard test for measurement 

invariance making it more likely to be rejected. In the four studies 

included in this paper, response differences across groups were 



 

more common than differences in the interpretations of the 

concepts. 

 

The results have two implications for survey research. The first is 

that in multilingual samples with questionnaires in more than one 

language, invariance should be tested across linguistic groups 

before aggregating data at the country level. 

 

Asecond implication is that when there are differences in the 

response process, comparison of relationships and means across 

countries are affected by measurement error. Estimating means and 

relationships using latent models solve this problem, but composite 

scores calculated on the basis of observed variables should not be 

used. As the response process presents significant differences across 

groups, if composite scores are estimated directly from observed 

variables, measurement error will affect substantive conclusions.
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Appendix 3.1 Global fit indices of the models 
 

Belgium, Trust in institutions: DF = 19; χ^2= 52.18 (p = 0.00); 

RMSEA = 0.056, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.038 ; 0.074); CFI = 

1.00.  

Belgium, Political satisfaction: DF = 19; χ^2= 25.25 (p = 0.15); 

RMSEA = 0.031, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.0 ; 0.064); CFI = 1.00. 

Estonia, Trust in institutions: DF = 18; χ^2= 70.87 (p = 0.00); 

RMSEA = 0.065, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.049 ; 0.082); CFI = 

1.00. 

Estonia, Political satisfaction: DF = 18; χ^2= 29.86 (p = 0.039); 

RMSEA = 0.046, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.0 ; 0.076); CFI = 1.00. 

Switzerland, Trust in institutions: DF = 16; χ^2= 59.49 (p = 0.00); 

RMSEA = 0.044, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.032 ; 0.056); CFI = 

1.00. 

Switzerland, Political satisfaction: DF = 18; χ^2= 36.32 (p = 

0.0064); RMSEA = 0.056, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.029 ; 0.082); 

CFI = 1.00. 

Ukraine, Trust in institutions: DF = 19; χ^2= 36.81 (p = 0.0084); 

RMSEA = 0.038, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.019 ; 0.056); CFI = 

1.00. 

Ukraine, Political satisfaction: DF = 17 ; χ^2= 56.73 (p = 0.00); 

RMSEA = 0.100, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.072 ; 0.13); CFI = 0.99. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Exploring language effects in cross-cultural 

survey research:  
Does the language of administration affect 

answers about politics? 
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4. Exploring language effects in cross-cultural 
survey research: Does the language of 
administration affect answers about 
politics?10 

 

Abstract 
 

We study if the language of administration of a survey has an effect 

in the answers of bilingual respondents to questions measuring 

political dimensions. This is done in two steps. In the first we test 

whether the measurement instruments are equivalent for a same 

individual in two languages. After measurement invariance is 

established, we tested if latent mean differences are significant 

across the two languages. We also test if the correlation of a same 

concept in two languages is equal to one or not. Results show 

evidence for language effects, the latent correlation was below one, 

although mean differences were not significant. We use data of the 

LISS migration panel in a within subject design: respondents 

answered a questionnaire in Dutch first and then in their (second) 

native language amongst Arabic, English, German, Papiamento and 

Turkish. 

4.1 Introduction 
 

Populations of interest in large scale cross-national survey projects 

are linguistically diverse. For instance, in the European Social 

Survey (ESS) and in the European Values Survey (EVS) 

questionnaires are translated when at least 5% of the population is 

                                                 
10

 Submitted for publication and under review at the time of the dissertation's 

defense. 



 

native speaker of a language (Dorer, 2012; European Values 

Survey, 2010), but little is known about the consequences of this 

decision. In the present research, we study if the language of 

administration of a survey predicts bilingual respondents’ answers 

to questions measuring political dimensions. We define bilingual 

individuals in terms of language use, that is, individuals who have 

the ability to write, speak, read, and listen in two languages. 

Furthermore, they use both languages in their daily life: in their 

main activities such as work or school and with their friends and 

relatives (Grosjean, 2014).  

 

Language effects can emerge in comparative survey research 

because problematic translations fail to reproduce the same stimuli 

across languages (Pennell, Harkness, Levenstein, & Quaglia, 2010). 

Secondly, when the language of an interview activates cultural 

orientations driving individuals' responses (Luna et al., 2008). 

Language is a strong cultural carrier (Cohen, 2009) and bilingual 

individuals tend to live in mixed cultural environments. Cultural 

orientations may influence thoughts, cognitions and behaviour 

(Oyserman & Lee, 2008) and this in turn may affect the way 

respondents interpret and answer survey questions. Although 

translation issues have gained importance in comparative survey 

methodology (Janet A. Harkness, Villar, et al., 2010), the effects of 

the language of administration in the responses to a questionnaire 

have received little attention in survey research.  
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Research about language effects in the answers to measurement 

instruments has been conducted mainly in the fields of sociocultural 

psychology and psycholinguistics. Although diverse in methods and 

approaches, it has consistently been found that the language of 

administration of a questionnaire has an effect on the answers that 

bilingual individuals give to cultural and self-identity items (cf. S. 

X. Chen & Bond, 2010). If the language of the questionnaire 

influences bilinguals' responses, cross-cultural differences could be 

confounded to some degree regardless of respondents' true opinions. 

Moreover, as the proportion of bilingual individuals is different 

across countries, the potential impact of this bias in a cross-national 

survey is unknown.  

 

In the present research, we tested for language effects in political 

dimensions ruling out translation issues. We conducted a within-

subject study of bilinguals representing five minority groups in the 

Netherlands, a country with high linguistic diversity. Participants 

answered a questionnaire in Dutch and in their (other) native 

tongue: Arabic, English, German, Papiamento or Turkish. The first 

step was to test for measurement equivalence. Once equivalence 

was established, we tested whether the correlation of a concept in 

two languages is equal to one. Thirdly, we tested if differences in 

latent means across languages were significant. The article proceeds 

as follows: In the first part, we make a more in-depth introduction 

of the mechanisms behind the effects of the language of 

administration in the answers to measurement instruments. In the 

next section, we introduce the operationalization of the concepts 



 

and the models used to test for language effects: 'Trust and need for 

change in institutions' and 'Satisfaction and need for change in 

politics and the economy'. In the following section, we explain our 

methodology: the procedures regarding the estimation and testing of 

the models. Next, we present the survey data in which the study is 

embedded. Finally, we summarize the results and discuss the 

general findings. 

 

4.2 Language effects in responses to 
measurement instruments 

 

The mechanism behind the adaptation of responses as a function of 

the language in an interview can be explained by the theoretical 

frameworks of acculturation (Schwartz et al., 2014) and cultural 

frame switching (CFS, Hong et al. 2000). A bilingual personmay 

gradually develop into a bicultural person (Grosjean, 2014). As 

language is a strong cultural carrier (Cohen, 2009), individuals who 

master two languages may start an acculturation process 

internalizing to some extent the cultural attitudes and values 

attributable to the second language (Bond & Yang, 1982). 

Acculturation operates in three dimensions. The first is at the level 

of social behaviours or practices, such as cuisine preferences, 

language use and the choice of friends. The second is the 

acquisition of cultural values, for instance the importance of 

individualism versus collectivism. The third dimension is regarding 

identification: the attachment to a cultural, ethnic or national group 

(Schwartz et al., 2010).  
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Bicultural individuals have internalized two sets of 

culturalorientations i.e. cultural systems, even with conflicting 

premises.They can be activated independently by relevant cultural 

stimuli. CFS takes place when a person uses one cultural system 

instead of the other to react to social cognitions. For this to happen, 

cultural orientations are activated and they become highly 

accessible in the mind of the person. In an experimental design, 

Hong et al. (2000) presented bicultural subjects with iconic images 

of Chinese or American cultures. Participants were asked to 

interpret an ambiguous social scene of a fish bank. It was not clear 

if the stimulus represented a social event or not. It was not evident 

whether it was an individual or a group action. Participants used the 

cultural frame that was recently activated by the cultural symbols to 

interpret the ambiguous stimulus. They provided more group-

oriented answers when they were primed with Chinese culture 

icons. On the other hand, they gave more individual-centred 

answers when the American icons were shown first. Research has 

shown that the language of the interview can be a powerful 

activator of cultural-specific mind-sets in bilinguals and in 

consequence, individuals' answers to a questionnaire are adjusted 

(Bond & Yang, 1982; S. X. Chen, Benet-Martínez, & Ng, 2014; S. 

X. Chen & Bond, 2010; Luna et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2014, 

2010; Yang & Bond, 1980).  

 

Previous research about language effects has several limitations. 

Primarily, it has been done with Asian subjects from Hong Kong 

(HK) comparing their responses in Chinese and English languages, 



 

followedby research on the differences between Spanish-English 

languages in Hispanic communities in the United States. However, 

the dichotomies Chinese-Westerner or Hispanic-Westerner (where 

Western means English language or American culture) may be very 

specific cases. Both Chinese and Hispanic cultures have emphasis 

oncollectivism as an archetypal trait, whereas preference for 

individualism is regarded as a Western archetype (Yoon, 2010). 

Respondents from highly communitarian cultures are more 

sensitized to contextual clues. They may assume that a certain type 

of culturally-oriented response is expected (Lechuga, 2008). 

Moreover,evidence shows that the distance between Asian cultures 

and Western culture is perceived as very large (Minkov, 2007). 

Other languages have been explored in few cases: Arabic (Botha, 

1968), Afrikaans (Botha, 1970), Cebuano (Watkins & Gerong, 

1999), French (Botha, 1968; Candell & Hulin, 1986), Greek 

(Richard & Toffoli, 2009; Triandis, Davis, Vassiliou, & Nassiakou, 

1965), Korean (Perunovic, Wei, Heller, & Rafaeli, 2007) and 

Russian (Marian & Neisser, 2000) and only one large scale research 

design was conducted in more than twenty languages (Harzing, 

2006). When language effects have been tested in other cultural 

contexts, findings have not been replicated completely. To what 

extentcanlanguage effects be generalized to individuals of cultural 

backgrounds that are not Chinese or Hispanic?  

 

Secondly, the state of the art suggests that only answers to concepts 

about cultural and self-relevant identity domains are affected by the 

language of the measurement instrument. Luna et al. (2008) states 
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that CFS only happens in bicultural bilinguals. The information that 

monocultural bilinguals have associated to their second language is 

not related to self-relevant identity constructs; it does not affect how 

they see themselves. Several studies have found that language 

effects are mediated by individual characteristics related to 

biculturalism e.g. exposure to both cultures and the extent to which 

they are perceived as compatible or oppositional to language 

acquisition e.g. learning languages in different settings and time of 

first exposure to each language (Benet-Martínez & Haritatos, 2005; 

Benet-Martinez et al., 2002; Dixon, 2007; Ji et al., 2004; Ross, Xun, 

& Wilson, 2002; Tyson, Doctor, & Mentis, 1988). 

 

Benet-Martínez, Lee, and Leu (2006) proposed that bicultural 

thinking about culture is more sophisticated than that of 

monocultural individuals. They are more experienced in dealing 

with cultural informationbecause of their frequent CFS experiences. 

As a consequence, biculturals would have more complex cultural 

representations than monoculturals, but this trend is not expected in 

culturally neutral domains. However, with the exception of physical 

and mental health for which language effects did not emerge 

(Elliott, Edwards, Klein, & Heller, 2012; Peytcheva, 2008), 

culturally neutral topics have been tested in few cases. Language 

effects have been studied in laboratory-settings where culturally 

neutral topics were far too neutral and of no relevance to social or 

political dimensions e.g. geometric figures or landscapes.  

 



 

Language effects have been found consistently in responses to 

questionnaires about cultural dimensions (Benet-Martínez et al., 

2006; Bond & Yang, 1982; Harzing, 2005; Lechuga, 2008; 

Schwartz et al., 2014; Toffoli & Laroche, 2002; Triandis et al., 

1965; Yang & Bond, 1980), personality perceptions (S. X. Chen et 

al., 2014; S. X. Chen & Bond, 2010; Ramírez-Esparza et al., 2006), 

feelings (Marian & Kaushanskaya, 2004; Perunovic et al., 2007), 

autobiographical memory (Marian & Neisser, 2000; Schrauf & 

Rubin, 2000), subjective evaluative ratings (Bond, 1985; Elliott et 

al., 2012; Pierson & Bond, 1982; Toffoli & Laroche, 2002) and 

self-relevant identity constructs (Dixon, 2007; Kemmelmeier & 

Cheng, 2004; Pierson & Bond, 1982; Ross et al., 2002; Trafimow, 

Silverman, Fan, & Fun Law, 1997). Topics in which language 

effects emerged have, in many cases, not only a cultural component 

but also an emotional or highly personal one. 

 

A third limitation in the study of language effects in the answers to 

questionnaires is of a methodological nature. Most published work 

has tested for language effects by mean differences in composite 

scores. There are several problems with this approach. The first is 

the implicit assumption that the measures are statistically equivalent 

across linguistic groups. Measurement equivalence is a prerequisite 

for cross-cultural comparison of models, relationships and means 

(cf. Davidov et al., 2014; Meredith, 1993; Vandenberg & Lance, 

2000; Vandenberg, 2002). In other words, before interpreting 

differences in responses, it is essential to test if the same 
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measurement model on therelationship between indicators and 

latent variables holds in both languages.  

 

Figure 11 illustrates a case where the measurement instruments are 

equivalent across linguistic groups. The linear function that links 

the observed responses to the latent opinion is the same in language 

A and language B. In contrast, Figure 12 shows a case when the 

response functions are different for each linguistic group.They have 

the same score on the latent variable (opinion) on a certain topic but 

they differ in the intercept     and/or in the slope,     therefore, they 

differ in their score given as a response,  . In an invariant situation, 

both groups expressed their opinion in the same way. In a non-

invariant situation, Group A expressed its opinion in a very extreme 

way, while B did the opposite. This latter result would not allow for 

the comparison of relationships and means across languages 

because each of them had given different answers for the same 

opinion.  

 

Figure 11. Measurement equivalence 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 12 Measurement equivalence is not established 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With some exceptions, measurement invariance has not been 

established prior to test for language effects in bilingual individuals 

(Candell & Hulin, 1986; Richard & Toffoli, 2009; Schwartz et al., 

2014 test for measurement invariance and language effects). 

 

A second methodological problem in the analysis of language 

effectsis that manifest variables are not measurement-error free. 

When differences in observed means have not been found 

significant, the conclusion has been that language effects are 

negligible. Only when full invariance is found can composite scores 

be used directly, but they should be corrected for measurement error 

to derive unbiased results (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014). When partial 

invariance is found (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989), that is, 

when at least two of the measures of a concept are invariant, latent 

means should be used because composite scores are not adequate. 

A third problem is that by comparing means based on composite 

scores or latent means, it is not tested whether the conceptual 
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associations that individuals retrieved when they use one language 

or the other are the same. Equal latent means do not imply that the 

correlation between a latent concept in one and the other language 

is one. Richard and Toffoli (2009) found that although the factorial 

structure of a construct (configural invariance) and the way 

respondents answered (factor loadings invariance) were the same in 

two languages, the covariances between the latent variables were 

significantly different across Greek and English. They argued that 

respondents had different conceptual associations in each language. 

 

Evidence suggests that bilinguals may use different conceptual 

associations in each language, except in the cases where an exact 

translation exists (Ji et al., 2004; Luna et al., 2008). For instance, 

the language of an interview has been found to be a powerful 

activator of memories. Marian and Neisser (2000) and Schrauf and 

Rubin (2000) found that participants retrieved auto-biographical 

experiences associated to the use of one language consistent with 

the language of the interview. When respondents were interviewed 

in Russian (English), they remembered more experiences of their 

Russian-speaking (English-speaking) period of their lives (Marian 

& Neisser, 2000). In Hispanic bilinguals, autobiographical 

memories were encoded and retrieved in Spanish for events 

associated to the use of Spanish language, and in English for events 

in which English language was used (Schrauf & Rubin, 2000). 

 

In summary, in the study of language effects, statistical equivalence 

across languages remains empirically unexplored. Furthermore, 



 

when statistical equivalence is established, a test where latent (or 

observed) mean differences are not significant does not rule out the 

possibility of language effects. It indicates that the distribution of 

the variable in the two languages is the same (equality in the 

location parameter) but that respondents can still have different 

conceptual associations in each language.  

 

We propose a different approach to test for language effects. We 

usea specific application of a LISREL model (Jöreskog & Van 

Thillo, 1973), which we call in the following sections the baseline 

model. This model assumes linear relationships between indicators 

(observed variables) and unmeasured constructs (latent variables). 

In this model, the language specific measurement error component 

is taken into account when the relationship between the indicators 

and the latent variables is specified. In the first step of this model, 

we test whether the relationship across indicators and latent 

variables is the same in both languages. This is the test for 

measurement invariance.  

 

Once it is established that the measurement model is equivalent, we 

are able to test structural relationships of latent variables in two 

languages. We test whether two latent variables represent the same 

variable of interest by testing if its correlation is equal to one 

(Jöreskog, 1971; Saris, 1982a, 1982b). In other words, if two latent 

variables are the same. Having corrected for measurement error, a 

very high correlation, say 0.90 would imply that the variables are 
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very similar across languages, but that they nevertheless have a 

unique component that causes them to be not exactly the same.  

 

4.3 The concepts of interest: Political 
satisfaction and trust in institutions 

 

The study of trust in institutions and political satisfaction has a long 

tradition in Political Science (Easton, 1975; Inglehart, 1977; Kaase, 

Newton, & Scarbrough, 1997; Levi & Stoker, 2000). In advanced 

democracies, it is unlikely that people reject the idea of democracy 

when satisfaction with politics and trust in the institutions is poor. 

However, persistent dissatisfaction and distrust increase citizens’ 

concerns about the functioning of democracy and their perception 

that a systemic change is needed (Brons, 2014; Easton, 1975; 

Hendriks, 2009; Inglehart, 1977). We test whether the answers that 

respondents give to the key dimensions of 'trust in institutions' and 

'political satisfaction' vary as a function of the survey language. For 

these concepts we use a similar operationalization previously asked 

in cross-national surveys (European Social Survey, 2015a). In 

addition, we develop a measure of respondents' perception of 

political change. We operationalize the concept 'political change' in 

a survey questionnaire following the three step procedure for 

formulating survey questions suggested by Saris and Gallhofer 

(2014). Appendix 4.1 shows the development of the measures used 

in Model 1 and Model 2.  

 



 

The first model we test,'Trust and need of change in institutions' 

(Model 1), consists of two concepts-by-postulation (CP) -or latent 

concepts. The first labelled 'Trust'in institutions can be decomposed 

into simpler concepts -or concepts-by-intuition (CI) directly 

measured by survey questions: 1) trust in the parliament, 2) trust in 

the political parties and 3) trust in the police. The second CP, 'Need 

for change' consists of three CI representing evaluative beliefs about 

the need for change in the way the aforementioned institutions 

work. In the same way, 'Satisfaction and need of change in politics 

and the economy’ (Model 2) includes two CP: 'Satisfaction' 

decomposed into three CI: a feeling of satisfaction with the 

economy; satisfaction with the government, and satisfaction with 

democracy in the Netherlands. 'Need for change'is also made up of 

three evaluative beliefs. The need for change in the economy; the 

need for change in the way democracy works and the need for 

change in the government. 
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Figure 13 Basic factor structure of Model 1. Baseline model for 'Trust and 

change in Institutions' Bilinguals in Dutch and their second language 

 

Note: We introduce                                                      . They are shown in 

the figure only once. (Error) variances are not shown for simplicity. The dotted line is for a loading 

parameter constrained to 1 and an intercept to zero to fix the scale of the latent construct 

(identification of the model). 

 

Figure 14 Basic factor structure of Model 2. Baseline model for'Politics and 

the Economy' Bilinguals in Dutch and their second language 

 



 

Note: We introduce                                                      . They are shown in 

the figure only once. (Error) variances are not shown for simplicity. The dotted line is for a loading 

parameter constrained to 1 and an intercept to zero to fix the scale of the latent construct 

(identification of the model). 

 

The models to be tested are presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14. In 

the figures, the left hand side represents the model using the 

answers from the Dutch questionnaire. On the right hand side, the 

model corresponds to the same individuals answering in a second 

language (Arabic, English, German, Papiamento or Turkish).  

 

The    represents the jth latent CP; the     is the ith observed 

variable (CI) for the jth latent trait and     are the disturbance terms; 

the     are the loadings;     are the intercepts and    the latent 

means. It is assumed that the disturbance terms have a mean of zero 

and that they are uncorrelated with the latent variables. The 

disturbance terms are a combination of random errors and unique 

components. Thus, the unique components are correlated for the 

same observed variable in different languages denoted by 

                                                     . The 

other disturbance terms are assumed to be uncorrelated.  

 

The latent variables (   ) are correlated with each other. In order to 

assign a scale to the latent CP, for each one, the loading of one 

observed variable is fixed to one, and the respective intercepts to 

zero (depicted with a dotted line in the picture). 
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4.4 Method 
 

We tested for measurement equivalence within subjects in two 

languages through confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) (cf. Davidov 

et al., 2014; Horn & McArdle, 1992; Meredith, 1993; Steenkamp & 

Baumgartner, 1998; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000)
11

. We tested a 

series of models starting with the baseline models shown in Figure 

13 and Figure 14 and introducing consecutive equality constraints 

in the parameters. Firstly, we tested that the same configuration of 

the factorial structure held in both languages. Secondly, the 

configural model was restricted to one where the factor loadings 

were constrained to be equal for the same manifest variable in a 

different language (                                     ). 

When this restriction is not rejected, it is implied that comparisons 

of relationships across groups can be made. Thirdly, in addition to 

equivalence in the factor loadings, the intercepts were constrained 

to be equal (                                      ). When 

the restriction in the intercepts is not rejected, it is implied that 

comparisons of means can also be made across languages.  

 

Once equivalence in the measurement parameters was established 

we further constrained the models to test 1) whether the correlation 

between a construct in Dutch and in another language is equal to 

one (                      ). Failing this test is interpreted 

                                                 
11

 We estimated the models using Maximum likelihood estimation with 'lavaan' 

package for structural equation modeling (SEM) (Rosseel, 2012) in R 3.1.2 

statistical environment (R Core Team, 2015). A repository with the scripts and 

the data used in the analyses in this paper is found at this link: 

https://github.com/dianazr/LanguageEffectsCrossCulturalSurvey 



 

as the variables "reflect[ing] differences in conceptual associations 

among the true scores" (Vandenberg, 2002, p. 142) and that they are 

not exactly the same because they have a unique component in each 

language (Saris, 1982a). We also test 2) for invariance in the factor 

means (              ). This restriction tests for differences 

between the two languages in the mean (latent) scores of the 

constructs of interest.  

 

a) Estimation and testing of the models 

 

We used the likelihood ratio test (LRT) in combination with the 

Judgement Rule (JRule) approach to test our models (Saris et al., 

2009)
12

. Goodness of fit (GoF) indices of structural equation 

modelling (SEM) are quite controversial (Cheung & Rensvold, 

2002). Commonly used fit criteria such as the Chi-square and the 

Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA) do not 

control for Type II error. Saris et al. (2009) suggest that when GoF 

measures are used, a misspecified model can be accepted whereas a 

model with irrelevant misspecifications can be rejected. Moreover, 

GoF measures do not give an insight into which elements in a 

model are misspecified. A misspecification occurs if a parameter 

has been given a fixed or constrained value, which is incorrect in 

the population of study (Hu & Bentler, 1998). The difference in the 

LRT indicated whether the GoF is significantly worse for 

progressively more restrictive models. The JRule approach (Saris et 

al., 2009) identifies whether fixed or constrained parameters are 

                                                 
12

 Global fit indexes are reported in Appendix 4.3 
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misspecified at each level of the equivalence tests specified in the 

previous section. In this way, we tested directly for 

misspecifications in the model while taking into account the power 

of the test for each misspecification. JRule works by combining 

knowledge of: (a) the size of the misspecification (Expected 

Parameter Change, EPC); (b) the modification index (MI), its 

impact on the fit if the parameter was freed in the model; and (c) the 

power of the test in detecting the misspecification
13

. Table 11 shows 

the decision rules to different situations based on the MI and the 

power of the test. 

 

Table 11. The decisions to be made in the different situations defined on the 

basis of the size of the modification index (MI) and the power of the test. 

 High power Low power 

Significant MI See whether or not the 

size of the EPC is larger 

than the threshold. 

Parameter set free if it is 

 

Misspecification present 

(Parameter is freed) 

 

Non-significant MI No misspecification 

(Parameter is not freed) 

Inconclusive  

(Parameter is not freed) 

 

Saris et al. (2009) proposed a heuristic to choose the threshold for 

relevant differences. Following this recommendation, we chose a 

power of 0.8 to detect standardized loading differences larger than 

0.1  and intercept differences larger than 5% the length of the scales 

(all measures had 11-point scales). If a constrained parameter was 

misspecified according to JRule, it was freed and the null 

                                                 
13

 The JRule approach for R was programmed as the 'miPowerFit' function in the 

semTools package (Pornprasertmanit, Miller, Schoemann, & Rosseel, 2014). The 

'miPowerFit' function takes (a) and (b) from the SEM output of 'lavaan' and 

estimates (c). 



 

hypothesis of invariance in that restriction rejected. Once 

measurement equivalence was established, we set a threshold of 

0.55 for differences in standardized latent means, which equals 5% 

of the items' scale, and a power of the test of 0.80. The same 

procedure was used to test for equality of latent 

covariances/correlations. We restricted them to be equal between 

groups and tested whether this restriction was misspecified or not 

using a power of 0.80 and a threshold of 0.10 for differences (see 

Cieciuch et al., 2015; Van der Veld & Saris, 2011 for applications 

of Jrule as a model testing method to test for  mesurement 

invariance).  

 

4.5 Data 
 

a) Participants 
 

The empirical findings in this article are based on a two wave study 

conducted between April and June, 2013 at the Measurement and 

Experimentation in the Social Sciences (MESS) Immigrant Panel 

administered by CentERdata at Tilburg University, The 

Netherlands. The Immigrant panel was a probability-based online 

project in which researchers could submit proposals for fieldwork at 

no cost. Respondents were recruited based on stratified sampling 

using the population registry as sampling frame. Participants have 

foreign backgrounds of four major migration groups in the 

Netherlands (first and second generations of western and non-

western origin). They were provided with internet and a laptop to 
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answer monthly surveys and received an economic incentive for 

each completed questionnaire.  



 

b) Data collection 
 

The objective of Wave 1 was to select the languages in which 

translations would be obtained to test for language effects in a 

within-subject design in Wave 2. Wave 1 included 989 bilingual 

participants. They mentioned 74 languages as their native tongues. 

We selected the five languages in which respondents had the 

highest self-reported proficiency and the group was of at least 30 

individuals: Arabic, English, German, Papiamento and Turkish. The 

source questionnaire was developed simultaneously in Dutch and 

English, translations into the other four target languages were done 

according to a committee approach with two independent translators 

and an adjudicator that harmonized differences, questions were 

pretested with at least one person in each language. This approach 

was based on the TRAPD (Translation, Review, Adjudication, 

Pretesting and Documentation) procedure which is the gold-

standard approach in survey translation (Janet A. Harkness et al., 

2004). 

 

In the second wave, the questionnaire was presented to 308 

bilingual panel members, and it was fully completed by 255 

respondents (83%). Due to the small number of individuals per 

language, the analysis was done by linguistic group. The results 

presented in the next section are derived from this final sample size. 

Table 12 shows the composition of the sample in Wave 2 according 

to language and completion rates.  
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Table 12. Completion rates by linguistic group in Wave 2 

Language Selection  Complete  Completion rate  

English  126  104  82.5%  

Papiamento  36  31  86.1%  

Arabic  36  30  83.3%  

German  38  35  92.1%  

Turkish  72  55  76.4%  

Total  308 225 85.5%  

 

The questionnaire in Wave 1 included questions in Dutch about 

language use and knowledge and core questions (described in 

Section 4.4). In the first set, all participants self-rated their ability in 

writing, listening, speaking and reading Dutch and their (second) 

native language in an 11-point scale (from 0 to 10). Table 13 shows 

the mean and standard deviation of self-reported proficiency in both 

languages. Results are shown only for participants who later on 

participated in Wave 2.  

 



 

Table 13.Self-reported proficiency in Dutch and target languages 

Language group  Mean self-reported proficiency  

in Dutch (Standard deviation) 

Mean self-reported proficiency in  

target language (Standard deviation) 

 Write Read Speak Listen Write Read Speak Listen 

English (n=104) 7.6 

(2.4) 

9.0 

(1.4) 

8.8 

(1.5) 

9.0 

(1.5) 

8.7 

(1.7) 

9.1 

(1.4) 

9.1 

(1.2) 

9.3 

(1.3) 

Papiamento (n=31) 7.1 

(2.7) 

8.5 

(2.3) 

8.6 

(1.3) 

8.9 

(1.3) 

6.3 

(3.1) 

7.4 

(2.7) 

8.5 

(2.2) 

8.8 

(2.1) 

Arabic (n=30)  5.9 

(2.4) 

7.0 

(2.5) 

7.0 

(2.5) 

7.4 

(2.4) 

7.8 

(2.6) 

8.2 

(2.5) 

8.8 

(2.1) 

9.0 

(1.9) 

German (n=35) 8.0 

(1.8) 

9.6 

(0.8) 

9.2 

(1.3) 

9.7 

(0.7) 

7.4 

(2.4) 

9.1 

(1.3) 

8.3 

(2.1) 

9.3 

(1.1) 

Turkish (n=55) 7.1 

(2.5) 

8.0 

(2.2) 

7.8 

(2.1) 

8.1 

(2.0) 

7.4 

(2.5) 

7.3 

(2.6) 

7.8 

(2.2) 

8.0 

(2.0) 
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Moreover, as shown in Table 14, bilingual participants were asked 

which language they use (d) more frequently at home, at school or 

work, with friends and with their parents. Proportions indicate that 

bilingual participants live in a highly mixed cultural environment, 

combining their languages in different aspects of life. Linguistic 

minorities represented in this study have a large usage of the Dutch 

language in several contexts. However, they use their (other) native 

tongue in personal contexts such as at home and with their parents, 

at school and work, their predominant daily language is Dutch. This 

is also the case for language usage with friends except for Turkish 

participants, whose usage is more balanced in both languages. 

Among German speakers, German language is less frequent in all 

aspects of life except with their parents.   

 



 

Table 14.Self-reported language useinDutch and target languages 

Language group  Dutch language most frequently used... 

(%) 

Target language most frequently used... 

(%)  

 At 

work/sch

ool 

With 

friends 

At 

home 

With 

parents 

At 

work/sch

ool 

With 

friends 

At 

home 

With 

parents 

Arabic 92.6 56.7 40 0 3.7 33.3 53.3 88.2 

English  70.2 81.7 51.9 43 29.8 16.3 47.1 70.7 

German 85.7 97.1 85.7 26 8.6 2.9 11.4 47.3 

Papiamento 100 70.9 54.7 14.2 -- 25.5 45.4 71.2 

Turkish  90.2 45.5 21.8 6 7.8 49.1 69.1 88 

Note: When percentages adding Dutch and target language do not add 100, 'other' language was reported 

as most used. 
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Wave 2 consisted of three parts. In the first, individuals answered 

the core questions in Dutch. Then, in the second part, they answered 

an unrelated questionnaire about different topics such as ideal body 

types, nature preservation, and King's Willem-Alexander 

succession. In the third part, they answered the core questions in 

Arabic, English, German, Papiamento or Turkish depending of the 

information they provided in the first wave. Although memory 

effects are a possibility, they can be controlled for repetitions in 

survey interviews when other questions are asked in between (Van 

Meurs & Saris, 1990). 

 

4.6 Results 
 

In this section we describe the results at each level of invariance 

testing. We combine the LRT and the JRule approach to evaluate 

the baseline models versus progressively more restricted models to 

test for measurement equivalence. 

 

a) Equivalence in the factorial structure 
 

Following the JRule test of local misspecifications, the baseline 

Model 1 and Model 2 were slightly modified. The p-value of the 

LRT is significant for the fit of the baseline model versus a model 

with some correlated errors as shown by Table 15. In Model 1 

(Figure 13), we introduced two error covariances. The first was 

across the disturbance terms of the observed variable ‘trust in the 

police’ and ‘need for change in the way the police works’ 



 

(                          ) and the second between "trust in 

political parties’ and ‘need for change in the political parties’ 

(                          ). Both correlations are constrained 

to be equal across languages. In Model 2 (Figure 14), we introduced 

three error covariances restricted to be equal between languages: 

1)'satisfaction with the economy' and 'need for change in the 

economy'                           , 'satisfaction with the 

government' and 'need forchange in the government' 

                           and 'satisfaction with the way 

democracy works in the NL' and 'change in the way democracy 

works in the NL'                           . Correlated errors 

improved the fit of the model and are constrained to be equal across 

languages. Configural invariance is established because the same 

linear relationships exist between the indicators and the latent 

variables in both languages. 

 

b) Equivalence in the factor loadings 
 

Once we established configural equivalence, we constrained the 

corresponding factor loadings to be equal across languages. As 

shown in Table 5, the LRT of the configural Model 1 and Model 2 

were not significantly different than the restricted models. 

According to JRule, this restriction was not misspecified. Therefore, 

equivalence in the factor loadings was established in both models. 

This test indicated that the strength of the relationship between the 

observed variables     and the underlying jth latent variable is the 

same in both languages. 
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c) Equivalence in the intercepts associating manifest and 

latent variables across languages. 
 

There were no significant misspecifications in the intercepts thus 

the models are scalar invariant. Furthermore, the LRT did not show 

that the fit was different between a model constraining loadings and 

a more restricting one which constrains intercepts. Full 

measurement equivalence was established in Model 1 and Model 2.  
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Table 15 Likelihood ratio test - Baseline versus restricted models –  

Within subject measurement equivalence in Dutch and a second language 

 

 Model 1. Trust and change in institutions Model 2. Fairness, satisfaction and change 

in politics and the economy  
 

DF           DF        DF           DF        

Baseline model 42 209.94    42 232.8    

Baseline model + correlated errors 40 158.90 51.04 2 <0.001*** 39 172.4 60.42 3 <0.001*** 

Invariance of loadings 44 164.96 6.06 4 0.19 43 175.4 2.996 4 0.558 

Invariance of intercepts 48 170.78 5.82 4 0.21 47 179.8 4.415 4 0.353 

Significance codes:  0.001> ‘***’;  0.01 > ‘**’;  0.05 > ‘*’; 0.1 > ‘·’ 



 

d) Within-subject structural equivalence in two languages 
 

 Test for cross-correlations equal to one 

 

We tested whether the correlations between a latent variable in 

Dutch and the same latent variable in another language was equal to 

one,                       )
14

. This was not the case in either 

Model 1 or in Model 2. Both the LRT and JRule indicated that this 

restriction should be rejected (Table 16). In Model 1, the correlation 

between 'trust' in Dutch and 'trust' in a second language was 0.78 

(        ); and 0.64 between 'change' in Dutch and 'change' in a 

second language (        ). In Model 2, The correlation between 

the construct for 'satisfaction' in Dutch and 'satisfaction' in another 

language is not equal to one, but significantly lower (0.79) 

(        ). In the case of the CP 'change', the correlation between 

Dutch and a second language was of 0.71 (        ).  

  

 Test for equal factor means 

 

The LRT of the Model 1 and Model 2 restricting latent means are 

indicated in Table 16. In Model 1, the LRT indicated that the fit of 

the model was not significantly different from the one restricting 

intercepts. In addition, according to JRulewe did not find 

                                                 
14

 To estimate latent correlations and test whether or not they were one, two 

additional restrictions were imposed to the scalar models: the first was to fix the 

variances of the latent variables to one. The second, fixing the latent covariances 

of the same concepts in different languages to one. Using these constraints, the 

model estimates the matrix of standardized latent covariances, which are the 

latent correlations. 
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misspecifications in the equality constraints of the latent means. In 

Model 2, the LRT indicated that the fit of the model restricting 

latent means was significantly worse than the one which estimated 

the means without constraints. However, at the threshold level of 

0.55 (5% of an 11-point scale), JRule did not show any significant 

differences inlatent mean differences. By decreasing the threshold 

to detect deviation to 0.15 with a power of 0.80, JRule indicated 

that the equality constraints        and        were 

misspecified. The unstandardized estimate for the factor mean of 

'satisfaction'was of 3.61 (se = 0.13) in Dutch language (  ) and 3.87 

(se = 0.12) in the second language (  ). The unstandardized latent 

mean of 'change' was 6.98 (se = 0.12) in Dutch (  ) and 6.81 (se = 

0.12) in the respondents' second language (  ). This result indicates 

that the mean scores of the underlying constructs that build Model 1 

are significantly different in Dutch and in a second language for the 

same individual, however the difference is estimated around 1.5%. 

It is quite smaller than the threshold for mean differences 

established in Section 4.4. 

 



 

Table 16. Likelihood ratio test - Within subject differences in latent means and covariances 

 

 Model 1. Trust and change in institutions Model 2. Fairness, satisfaction and change in politics and 

the economy 

 DF           DF        DF           DF        

Invariance of intercepts 48 170.78    47 179.83    

Correlations test
a
 54 417.32 246.54 6 <0.001*** 54 495.38 315.55 7 <0.001*** 

Latent means test
b
 50 174.54 3.76 2 0.15 49 190.98 11.15 2 <0.004** 

Latent means test after freeing 

'sat' mean      48 182.58 2.75 1 0.09 · 

Significance codes:  0.001> ‘***’;  0.01 >‘**’;  0.05 >‘*’; 0.1 >‘·’
 

a,b,c
LRT with respect to a model of (partial) invariance of intercepts 
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4.7 General discussion 
 

In the present research, we explored the effects of the language of a 

survey questionnaire on the answers of bilingual 

respondents.Except for translation issues, the study of how the 

language of a questionnaire can affect respondents' answers has 

received little attention in comparative survey methodology. As 

cross-national comparative survey research expands to populations 

of study that are culturally diverse, measurement instruments are 

translated into more languages and more sampled individuals are 

themselves bilingual. This motivated the study of the potential 

effects that the language of the survey has on bilingual individuals. 

A limitation of this study is that the sample size is not large enough 

to divide the analysis by linguistic group in the bilingual sample. 

Further research needs to be done on specific cultural groups. 

 

Three specific research objectives were addressed in the present 

research. The first was whether language effects would emerge in 

bilingual individuals of cultural backgrounds different from those 

tested in the majority of published articles (Asian and Hispanic 

descendants). In our study, participants were Dutch bilingual 

individuals. The second question was whether language effects 

would emerge in political constructs, as cultural and self-identity 

constructs have been more often explored in previous research. The 

third was to challenge the classical approach of testing for language 

effects comparing observed means of composite scores by testing 

whether the correlation of a latent variable in two languages is one.  



 

 

The procedure we followed was the first step, to test for within-

subject measurement equivalence to confirm that our measures in 

two languages were metric and scalar invariant. Testing for 

measurement equivalence between languages was seldom 

performed in past research and it is a prerequisite for statistical 

comparison of survey items across cultures, languages and groups 

(Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). The second step was to test for 

differences in latent correlations and means.  

 

The first conclusion is that the measures we used for the concepts in 

Model 1: 'Trust and need of change in institutions' and in Model 

2:‘Satisfaction and need forchange in politics and the economy’are 

statistically equivalent across languages.  

 

The second conclusion is thatthe language in a survey questionnaire 

affectsto some extent the answers of bilingual respondents to 

political dimensions. We found, in both models, that the correlation 

between a latent variable measured by the same questions in Dutch 

and in a different language was not equal to one, but significantly 

lower. However, factor mean differences did not emerge
15

.  

 

This result indicates that language effects can be present even in 

cases where significant differences in latent means do not emerge. 

Latent mean differences indicate a difference in the location 

                                                 
15

 Very small significant latent means were found in Model 2, but they were 

below the set threshold to consider them relevant. 
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parameter of the latent variable distribution. This result is illustrated 

in Figure 15 where we generated random draws from a multivariate 

normal distribution with the values obtained from the estimation of 

Model 1 (Appendix 4.2 reports the parameters used in the 

simulation). In that model, the correlation of the latent variable 

'Trust' in Dutch and in a second language was 0.78 and the point 

estimates of the latent meanswere 5.65 in Dutch and the second 

language.  

 

The blue cloud of points represents individual scores when the 

latent means are not significantly different across languages but the 

correlation is 0.78. The blue line shows the regression line that best 

fits that cloud of points. The red cloud of points represents the 

individual scores in a scenario in which the latent meandifferences 

are significant (4.65) and the correlation is 0.78. Consequently, the 

red line shows the regression line that best fits that data. Neither the 

red line nor the blue line overlap with the black diagonal line.The 

later represents the line that would fit the data when the two 

variables are the same. 



 

Figure 15. Correlation of two latent variables with and without equal means 

 

 

By borrowing the theoretical framework of cultural frame switching 

(CFS) (Hong et al., 2000) from cultural psychology, we interpret 

our results arguing that respondents made use of different 

conceptual associations in each language. As each language is 

associated to language specific cultural orientations, our results 

indicate that respondents shifted their cultural frame of reference to 

answer in each language.  

 

 Implications for survey methodology 
 

Survey questions are measurement instruments of opinions. If the 

correlation between thesame latent variable in two languages is not 

one, apparently it would follow that bilingual individuals have two 

opinions. The first implication for the design of surveys with 
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multilingual samples is the decision regarding which language 

should be given to bilingual respondents. The first possibility would 

be to give respondents two questionnaires, as we did in this study, 

and average their opinion. From an operational point of view, this 

solution is not very optimal e.g. increases costs, increases cognitive 

burden in the respondent, increases the length of the interview, and 

introducespotential memory effects, etcetera. A second option 

(suggested in Richard & Toffoli, 2009) would be to randomize the 

questionnaires across languages, in a survey like the one presented 

in this study. This would have meant that a random group of 

respondents would have answered in Dutch and some othersin a 

second language. Although this option is statistically sound as 

differences across languages would cancel out, it is not operational 

in a comparative survey. The linguistic characteristics of the target 

population and of the individuals in the sampling frame are in 

general unknown before data collection. Thus, the size of the 

random groups would be unknown as well. Moreover, bilingualism 

implies the dual ability to write, speak, read and listen intwo 

languages. It also implied the usage of both languages in their main 

activities and with friends and relatives (Grosjean, 2014). It does 

not imply that respondents should feel fully comfortable answering 

certain topics in one or the other language.  

 

We argue that for survey items measuring political dimensions, 

researchers should choose the language of administration of the 

questionnaire. The argument is that this fixes the conceptual 



 

associations linked to that language, making them the same as for 

monolingual respondents. 
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Appendix 4.1 Development of questions 
 

Three step procedure (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014) to design the survey 

questions used in the resent research. 

 

Model 1: Institutions: trust and change 

 

Concept-by-postulation 1: Trust in institutions 

 

Concepts-by-intuition: 

 

1) Trust in the parliament. 

2) Trust in the police. 

3) Trust in the political parties.  

 

Assertions:  

 

1) Respondent trusts the parliament. 

2) Respondent trusts the police.  

3) Respondent trusts the political parties. 

 

Survey questions:  

 

We will ask some questions about your level of trust in some 

institutions, 0 indicates complete distrust and 10 complete trust  

 

1) Overall, how much you trust the parliament? 



 

Complete 

distrust 
   

Neither 

distrust 

nor trust 

 

   Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

2) How much you personally distrust or trust the police? 

Complete 

distrust 
   

Neither 

distrust 

nor trust 

 

   Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3) How much you personally trust the political parties? 

Complete 

distrust 
   

Neither 

distrust 

nor trust 

 

   Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

Concept-by-postulation 2: Need of change in  the institutions 

 

Concepts-by-intuition: 

 

1) Need of change in the parliament.  

2) Need of change in the police. 

3) Need of change in the political parties.  

 

Assertions:  

 

1) The Dutch parliament needs to change the way it works. 

2) The police needs to change the way it works to protect people 

like you.  

3) Political parties need to change the way they work 
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Survey questions:  

 

The next questions are about change in institutions, 0 indicates you 

think it does not need to change at all the way it works and 10 

indicates it needs to change completely.  

 

1) How much you think that the Dutch parliament needs to change 

the way it works? 

No need to 

change at 

all 

   
 

 
   Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

2) How much you think that the police needs to change the way it 

works to protect people like you? 

No need to 

change at 

all 

   
 

 
   Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3) To what extent do political parties need to change the way they 

work? 

No need to 

change at 

all 

   
 

 
   Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

Model 2: Politics and the economy: satisfaction and change 

 

Concept-by-postulation 1: Satisfaction with politics and the 

economy 

 



 

Concepts-by-intuition: 

 

1) Satisfaction with the economy in the Netherlands 

2) Satisfaction with the Dutch government 

3) Satisfaction with democracy in the Netherlands 

 

Assertions:  

 

1) Respondent is satisfied with the present state of the economy in 

the Netherlands. 

2) Respondent is satisfied with the way the Dutch government is 

doing its job 

3) Respondent is satisfied with the way democracy works in the 

Netherlands 

 

Survey questions:  

 

Now we will ask you some questions about your satisfaction with 

some aspects of politics and the economy. Use a scale from 0 to 10 

where 0 means you are completely dissatisfied and 10 means you 

are completely satisfied.  

 

1) How satisfied are you with the present state of the economy in 

the Netherlands? 

Completely 

dissatisfied 
       

Completely 

satisfied 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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2) Overall, how satisfied are you with the way the Dutch 

government is doing its job? 

Completely 

dissatisfied 
       

Completely 

satisfied 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3) And overall, how satisfied are you with the way democracy 

works in the  Netherlands? 

Completely 

dissatisfied 
       

Completely 

satisfied 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

Concept-by-postulation 2: Need of change in politics and the 

economy 

 

Concepts-by-intuition: 

 

1) The economic system needs to change in the Netherlands 

2) Change in the Dutch government 

3) Change in the way democracy works in the Netherlands 

 

Assertions:  

 

1) Respondent is satisfied with the present state of the economy in 

the Netherlands. 

2) The Dutch government needs to change the way it is doing its 

job. 

3) The way democracy works in The Netherlands needs to change. 

 

Survey questions:  



 

 

We will ask you about the level of change you think some aspects 

of in politics and the economy need, 0 indicates ‘there is no need at 

all to change’ and 10 is that ‘it needs to change completely’. 

 

1) To what extent the economic system needs to change? 

Not need at 

all to 

change 

       Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

2) Overall, to what extent does the Dutch government need to 

change the way it is doing its job? 

Not need at 

all to 

change 

       Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3) To what extent does the way democracy works in The 

Netherlands needs to change? 

Not need at 

all to 

change 

       Completely  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Appendix 4.2 Simulation parameters 
 

We drew 1,000 values from a multivariate normal distribution  

       

       
       
       
       

       

                   
                    
                    
                     

     

in the case of equal latent means and  

       

       
       
       
       

        

 

in the case of different latent means using MASS package in R 

(Venables & Ripley, 2002) 



 

Appendix 4.3. Global fit indices of the models  
 

Model 1.  Trust and need of change in institutions 

 

Baseline model: DF = 42;                     ; RMSEA = 

0.125, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.109 ; 0.142); CFI = 0.917, 

SRMR=0.071.  

Baseline model + correlated errors: DF = 40;               

      ; RMSEA = 0. 108, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0. 091 ; 0.126); 

CFI = 0.941, SRMR=0.060. 

Factor loadings invariance: DF = 44;                   ; 

RMSEA = 0.104, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0. 087 ; 0.121); CFI = 

0.940, SRMR=0.63. 

Invariance of intercepts: DF = 48;                     ; 

RMSEA = 0.100, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.084 ; 0.117); CFI = 

0.939, SRMR=0.064. 

Test of latent means differences: DF = 50;               

      ; RMSEA = 0.099, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0. 083 ; 0.115); 

CFI = 0.938, SRMR=0.064. 

Test of latent correlations = 1: DF = 54;                     ; 

RMSEA = 0.162, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.148 ; 0.177); CFI = 

0.820, SRMR=0.119. 
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Model 2. Satisfaction and need of change in politics and the 

economy 

 

Baseline model: DF = 42;                     ; RMSEA = 

0.113, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.117 ; 0.150); CFI = 0.916, 

SRMR=0.072.  

Baseline model + correlated errors: DF = 39;               

      ; RMSEA = 0. 116, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0. 098 ; 0.134); 

CFI = 0.941, SRMR=0.070. 

Factor loadings invariance: DF = 43;                     ; 

RMSEA = 0.110, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0. 093 ; 0.127); CFI = 

0.942, SRMR=0.72. 

Invariance of intercepts: DF = 47;                     ; 

RMSEA = 0.105, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.089 ; 0.122); CFI = 

0.942, SRMR=0.073. 

Test of latent means differences: DF = 49;                   ; 

RMSEA = 0.107, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0. 091 ; 0.123); CFI = 

0.938, SRMR=0.075. 

Latent means test after freeing 'sat' mean: DF = 48;    

                 ; RMSEA = 0. 105, 90 % CI for RMSEA = 

(0.089 ; 0.121); CFI = 0.941, SRMR=0.073. 

Test of latent correlations = 1: DF = 54;                     ; 

RMSEA = 0.179, 90 % CI for RMSEA = (0.165 ; 0.194); CFI = 

0.806, SRMR=0.239.
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Chapter 5 
 

Conclusions 
 



 

5. Conclusions 
 

The main objective of this dissertation is to contribute to the answer 

of the research question: How does language in a comparative 

survey affect equivalence? I studied linguistic equivalence in survey 

research from three perspectives: survey translation, linguistically 

diverse countries, and bilingualism. 

 

This chapter provides general conclusions for the dissertation based 

on the conclusions derived from each of the chapters. For each 

article, Table 17 provides a summary of the current practices, 

methodological gap, contribution of the article and conclusions 

related to the understanding of equivalence with respect to 

language. The remainder of this chapter explains the summary of 

Table 17 in detail, extending to the areas where future research is 

needed. Finally, the chapter closes with a section that intends to 

provide survey methodologists and practitioners with advice on how 

to improve the design of multilingual surveys based on the 

dissertation's findings. 

5.1 Survey translation 
 

Survey translation has developed best practice procedures to 

translate functionally equivalent survey questionnaires. However, in 

practice, it is a complex challenge to empirically check that the 

requirements set by the state-of-the-art translation guidelines are 

fulfilled.  
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The complexity is that elements which matter to design a good 

question should be monitored in all participating languages. This is 

of course a very difficult task without a clear inventory of the 

elements that should remain fixed when translating survey items. 

After reviewing best practice procedures to translate and assessing 

translations of survey items, the conclusion is that a framework that 

allows us to compare elements of translated questions in a 

systematic way does not yet exist. Translation assessment methods 

reviewed in Chapter 2 provide useful information on different 

translation elements but they focus on some only of the 

characteristics or content-related features. Assessment methods rely 

mostly on judgements that may make findings partial or subjective 

because they depend on the evaluators’ knowledge of the survey 

context or even stylistic preferences about the language.  

 



 

Table 17. Summary of the thesis contributions and conclusions. 

 

 Current practices, methodological gap, contribution of the 

thesis and conclusions 

Article 1  Current practice/ evidence  

Survey 

translation 

 

 

A good translation should maintain the same concepts across 

languages, preserve the item structure and maintain the intended 

psychometric properties (Janet A. Harkness, Villar, et al., 2010; 

Janet A. Harkness, 2003) 

Methodological gap 

Guidelines in survey translation do not link assessment criteria and 

measurement equivalence testing.  

Empirical assessment of translations is made once data has already 

been collected 

Contribution of the thesis 

Propose a systematic procedure to compare versions of a question 

in different languages before fieldwork. 

The procedure compares survey feature codes that are predictors of 

measurement quality, linking translation assessment with 

measurement equivalence. 

Conclusions 

There are differences across languages that can be prevented using 

the procedure but there are differences that are unavoidable due to 

the language's structure. 

A systematic comparison of translated item properties strengthens 

equivalence because it provides a scheme of those elements that 

should remain fixed across languages. 

Article 2 Current practice/ evidence 

Linguistic 

groups 

within 

countries 

Test for invariance at the country level (Steinmetz, 2011) 

Methodological gap 

In countries where survey instruments are translated into more than 

one language, it is not tested, but assumed, whether linguistic 

groups are invariant. 

Contribution of the thesis 

Test for measurement invariance of survey questions taking into 

account linguistic diversity within countries. 

Test for invariance, distinguishing the response and cognitive 

processes to a survey question.  

Conclusions 

Invariance was established (in general) at the cognitive level, 

whereas differences across groups emerged in their reaction to the 

measurement method.  

 

 

 

 
Table 17. Cont. 
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Current practices, methodological gap, contribution of the 

thesis and conclusions 

Article 3 Current practice/ evidence  

 

Bilingual 

respondents 

The language in an interview may activate cultural orientations 

driving bilingual individuals' responses. A common practice is 

letting bilingual respondents choose the language of the 

questionnaire (ESS 2014; OECD 2012). It is also suggested that the 

language could be randomized (Richard & Toffoli, 2009) 

 
Cultural topics are susceptible to language effects (S. X. Chen & 

Bond, 2010). 

 Methodological gap 

 

It has not been explored whether topics that are not cultural but  

affected by culture, e.g. political dimensions, are affected by 

language. 

 Contribution of the thesis 

 
Extent the study of language effects to questions about political 

dimensions. 

 
Study measurement equivalence within an individual in two 

languages. 

 
Once invariance is established, test for language effects using latent 

variables (correlations in addition to mean differences). 

 Conclusions 

 

Measurement instruments in two languages for the same individual 

can be equivalent. However, the correlation of a concept is not 

necessarily equal to one.  

 

This implies that the answers can be compared, but that latent 

opinions, and the associations related to them, are not necessarily 

the same. 

 

For political topics, survey researchers should assign the language 

of the survey to bilingual individuals. This implicitly homogenizes 

the associations used by both monolingual and bilingual 

respondents 

 

In this dissertation, I suggested a procedure for detecting deviations 

relevant for comparability of different language versions of a survey 

instrument before it is administered to respondents. The procedure 

uses a survey featuresinventory that determines the measurement 

quality (reliability and validity) of the survey items. As 

measurement quality is estimated with a model that also tests for 

measurement invariance, the comparability of questions is enhanced 

when the questions' characteristics remain the same across 



 

languages. With a coding scheme, question similarity is 

accomplished to the extend the codes remain the same across 

languages because it implies that regardless of the syntaxes and 

grammar of the languages, the item features remain the same.  

 

The software Survey Quality Predictor (SQP) (Saris et al., 2011) 

contains such a coding scheme of item features that predicts the 

measurement quality of a survey item. The coding process for 

comparing features of translated items was implemented for a 

sample of questions in Rounds 5, 6 and 7 of the European Social 

Survey. 

 

By defining the intended measurement properties of the survey item 

that should remain constant across languages, the procedure 

suggested in Chapter 2 of this dissertation was successful at 

preventing a large number of differences across languages that were 

not warranted and has helped to better communicate the objectives 

of survey translation. In the ESS, this led not only to changes in the 

translation of some items in some languages, but also to better 

annotations of the source questionnaire and to fewer idiomatic 

expressions. 

 

In conclusion, multilingual survey questionnaires require 

researchers to define a priori the elements of the items that should 

remain fixed after translation processes is not only related to content 

but also to the formal properties of the survey item.  With such an 

inventory, it is possible to develop procedures for checking that 
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translation teams align with the requirements set by translation 

guidelines before the data is collected. 

 

 Future areas of research 
 

Future research should strengthen the link between functional 

equivalence and translation assessment. Translation assessment 

procedures need to be developed keeping in mind a framework for 

statistical equivalence. In this dissertation, I used the framework of 

equivalence defined by a measurement model. Then, I used an 

inventory of measurement characteristics that are known to affect 

estimates of measurement quality (Saris & Gallhofer, 2014) when 

comparing source and target instruments.  Future research would 

develop from the current inventory of characteristics that are 

compared, possibly incorporating elements that are related to 

semantic comparison.  

 

A second line of research is related to managing and analysing large 

amounts of information derived from survey translation procedures. 

Large scale cross-national survey projects involve many different 

languages and some translation problems and solutions could be 

generalized into families of languages. Some other problems can be 

very specific for a language. For instance, in Round 5 we learnt 

from the Lithuanian language that it is not possible to leave alone 

short texts in the scales such as adverbs without a complement, a 

grammatical person or a personal pronoun. This result was 

consistent for several Slavic languages. The evidence gathered by 



 

Round 7 allowed concluding that this was a general issue in Slavic 

languages. The process has helped us to be aware of those 

differences and to aid translators in taking better decisions when the 

form of the question should be adapted. However, work needs to be 

done to systematize such findings. 

 

A limitation of SQP Coding is inherent to coding procedures: 

coding can be tiresome and coders should be trained carefully to 

minimize coding errors. Survey translation could explore tools for 

computational linguistics technology in which the information 

about the item characteristics that need to be compared can be 

extracted automatically. 

 

A third related limitation is in the scope of the approach.As the 

comparison of codes focuses on the form of the items, content is 

dismissed. This issue has been tackled by asking national teams 

during the reporting step how specific formulations were solved. In 

the case that multilingual corpora for the translation of 

questionnaires were available, solutions across languages could be 

better documented. 

 

5.2 Linguistic groups within countries 
 

In order to compare groups using survey data, it is necessary to test 

for measurement invariance. Current procedures in this respect face 

two challenges. Firstly, measurement invariance tests using large 

scale comparative surveys are often limited to testing across 
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countries. The assumption is that they are homogeneous cultural 

entities. However, the presence of linguistic groups in multilingual 

countries makes up culturally diverse countries. In the co-authored 

article presented in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we challenge the 

assumption that cultural groups within a country are invariant and 

we extend the test for measurement invariance across linguistic 

groups.  

 

Secondly, an invariance test in multilingual samples should 

establish whether linguistic groups interpret concepts in the same 

way, taking into account how the measurement instrument affects 

the observed responses, that is, a distinction between cognitive and 

response process in a measurement model should be made. 

 

This distinction cannot be made using the well-established 

procedure to test for measurement invariance presented in the 

introductory chapter (Meredith, 1993; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 

1998). It has a known flaw: when the null hypothesis of invariance 

is rejected, the standard model does not provide information about 

whether (linguistic) groups are using different interpretations of 

concepts, if there are differences in the response process, or both. 

This makes the standard procedure very strict because if differences 

across groups are only present in the response process, comparisons 

across groups can be done by correcting differences at this level. 

Invariance at the cognitive level becomes the only necessary and 

sufficient condition for cross-cultural comparison of survey data 

(Saris & Gallhofer, 2014).  



 

 

In the article, we  used an alternative parameterization suggested by 

Saris and Gallhofer (2014) in which the cognitive and the response 

processes are distinguished to avoid differences in the reaction to 

the measurement method confounding differences in the 

equivalence of the understanding of the concepts across groups. 

Results show that, in general, linguistic groups exhibited invariance 

in the cognitive level and they share the same understanding of the 

concepts asked. In the four studies included in this paper, response 

differences in the reaction to the method of the questionnaire across 

groups were more common.  

 

These results derive two main conclusions. Firstly, it cannot be 

assumed that data coming from linguistically diverse countries can 

be aggregated without testing for measurement invariance. 

Secondly, linguistic groups can react in different ways to the survey 

item. That reaction is not necessarily connected to the way they 

interpret the concepts, but to the way questions are formulated and 

presented to the respondent. 

 

 Future areas of research 
 

The distinction between the response part and the cognitive part of a 

measurement process requires information about the measurement 

error of the questions. In our paper, we identified the model by 

having two questions in which the item stem is the same but 

variations in the measurement method were introduced e.g. the 

response scale. This implies that each respondent answered two 
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questions about a same topic. This design is very difficult to be 

implemented in a socio-political survey e.g. increases costs, 

increases cognitive burden in the respondent, increases the length of 

the interview, and introduces potential memory effects. Therefore, 

instead of using a multiple-items approach, a possibility is to 

introduce information about measurement error in the model from 

an external source. This would require the estimation of such a 

measurement quality.  

 

5.3 Bilingualism 
 

In Chapter 4 of the present research, we explored the effects of the 

language of a survey questionnaire on the answers of bilingual 

respondents. Three specific research objectives motivated this 

study. The first was to investigate if language effects would emerge 

in answers or opinions about politics, as cultural and self-identity 

constructs have been more often explored in previous research (S. 

X. Chen & Bond, 2010; Luna et al., 2008; Ramírez-Esparza et al., 

2006; Schwartz et al., 2014). The second motivation was whether 

language effects would emerge in bilingual individuals from 

cultural backgrounds different from those tested in the majority of 

published articles (Asian and Hispanic descendants). In our study, 

participants were Dutch bilingual individuals. 

 

The second objective was to challenge the classical approach of 

testing for language effects. Two methodological weaknesses were 

identified in past research. The first is that language effects have 



 

been assessed without previously establishing statistical equivalence 

in the measurement instruments, i.e. invariance has been assumed 

rather than tested. The second is that, in previous research, 

composite scores’ mean differences have been tested.When they 

were not significant, the conclusion has been that language effects 

were negligible. In Chapter 4, I tested whether the correlation of a 

latent variable affecting measures in one language and the other was 

equal to one and whether the differences in latent means, rather than 

observed means, were significant. Unless there are composite 

scores, latent variables are correctedfor measurement error. 

 

Results show that the measures about trust in institutions and 

political satisfaction are statistically equivalent across languages. 

However, the language of the questionnaire affected to some extent 

the opinions of bilingual respondents to political dimensions. The 

correlation between a latent variable measured by the same 

questions in Dutch and in a different language was not equal to one, 

but significantly lower. In line with the theoretical framework of 

cultural frame switching (CFS) developed by cultural psychologists 

(Hong et al., 2000), I argue that respondents made use of different 

conceptual associations in each language. As each language is 

associated to language-specific cultural orientations, results indicate 

that respondents shifted their cultural frame of reference to answer 

in each language.  

 

Language effects can be present even in cases when significant 

differences in latent means do not emerge. Latent mean differences 
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indicate a difference in the location parameter of the latent variable, 

however it is possible to arrive at the same mean score in the latent 

variable from two different conceptual associations. 

 

If the correlation between the same latent variable in two languages 

is not one, the result is that bilingual individuals have two opinions. 

The first implication for the definition of fieldwork procedures is to 

decide which language should be given to bilingual respondents. 

The resulting conclusion is that for political topics, survey designers 

should 

 choose the language of the survey to implicitly fix the cultural 

framework used by both bilingual and monolingual respondents. 

 

 Future areas of research 
 

The study implemented in this dissertation has a limitation in the 

sample size of the subgroups. It was not large enough to divide the 

analysis by linguistic group in the bilingual sample. Further 

research needs to be done to broaden the analysis of language 

effects to more cultural groups. Research in cultural psychology has 

been conducted in cultures --and associated languages-- that are 

very different to each other such as Chinese and English. Research 

may also be conducted for languages that are similar to each other, 

for instance, Catalan and Castilian Spanish in Spain or Ukrainian 

and Russian in Ukraine. Another possibility is to study cultural 

groups that are similar, even if the languages come from different 



 

families, for instance, Flanders and French in Belgium or German 

and French in Switzerland. 

 

A second area of further research is regarding the topics for which 

language effects are explored. In sociocultural psychology, research 

has been focused on self-identity, personality and cultural 

constructs. In this dissertation, I studied two political concepts 

largely used in Political Science: trust in institutions and satisfaction 

with politics. Other topics that have been explored in the literature 

are about self-reported health measures (Elliott et al., 2012; 

Peytcheva, 2008). Therefore, a systematic study of language effects 

should cover a larger range of topics asked in attitudinal surveys. 

 

Finally, a third area of further research should explore how the 

mechanisms of cultural frame switching, CFS, (Hong et al., 2000) 

work in the context of an interview. There is evidence suggesting 

that non-verbal cues moderate CFS, such as the interviewers’ 

ethnicity and their accent in the languages  (S. X. Chen & Bond, 

2010), but little is known about how these mechanisms work in an 

interview out of a laboratory setting.   

 

5.4 Concluding remarks 
 

Except for translation issues, the study of language effects in survey 

methodology is relatively new. However, as comparative surveys 

spread in the social sciences, it is gaining importance. I close this 

concluding chapter summarizing how the findings of the three 
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articles compiled in this dissertation help to improve the know-how 

of crafting multilingual surveys. This is done in Table 18 below. 



 

Table 18. Recommendations for survey methodology 

Area of decision Know-how 

Survey translation Once translations are ready, conduct a pilot study to test for 

measurement equivalence. If that is not possible: 

 

Assess translated questions with a coding system of item 

characteristics that are known to affect equivalence 

 

Use this scheme to communicate to translation teams the 

objective of the translation and to structure the elements that 

should remain fixed across languages. 

 

When possible, organize issues in families of languages to 

look for solutions in a transversal way. 

Analysis of survey 

data in 

multilingual 

countries 

Before aggregating data at the country level, test for 

measurement invariance across linguistic groups in a 

country. 

 

If invariance is established, go on with testing at the cross-

national level.  

 

If invariance within a country is rejected, try to incorporate 

information about the response process in the model.  

 

If non-invariance is due to respondents' differential reaction 

to the method of the survey, this should be corrected. 

Having done this, it is possible to go on with the cross-

national test. 

 

If non-invariance is due to a different interpretation of the 

concepts, exclude that linguistic group from the cross-

national test. If possible, go back to the questionnaire design 

stage to improve the measures.  

 

Bilingualism in a 

survey 

Revise current practices in multilingual countries with 

respect to the choice of the language in the survey with the 

objective of standardizing procedures.  

 

Train interviewers with respect to language choice. 

Bilingual respondents should be given the language chosen 

at the design stage.  
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